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THE 'UNOBSTRUCTED tJlQ'tVERSE
CHAPTERn

AGAIN I BEAR WI1NESS

'·
.ABoUT six months before Joan bought her two unwanted
Chinese boxes in New York- at eight o'clock, on the
fifth of Apri~ 1939, in a little foothill town of California,
my wife Betty died. And immediately I had gone out of
the house to face the overhanging mountains and my own
emotional and intellectual conflict.
t Some twenty years of exploring with Betty beyond
he known frontiers of present consciousness had lifted
rom me most of the conventional ideas as to death. I had
come to have no faintest feeling of it as final and irevocable separation. Nevertheless, I found on April 5,
1939· that the even greater number of years ..:. thirtyfive of them - spent with her close companionship in ex1ploring the odd and wild corners of this, our earth, had
sharpened rather than dulled my sense of the immediate
separation. We had been more closely knit together than
)most. During those years of companionship, crammed as
\they were to the brim with journey and adventure, from
}then unknown Central Africa to the wildest of Alaska,
twe were apart only three times: twice when I was on
African expeditions inadvisable for her, and throughout
my service in the first World War.
Now, in the conventional phrase, I had become a man
who had "lost his wife." The loss was more than that of
personal companionship, close and warm as that had aiJways been. It was also the loss of the one I had long
\recognized as the more important member of our work-

~
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ing team. When I left that little house, in the California4
foothill town, to stand alone in the moonlight, beneath
the stars, it seemed to me that my part of our greatest
adventuring- that in the Unknown- bad calamitously
ended. For I honestly believed it impossible for me toJ
carry it forward alone.
You see, in addition to our other, and richly abundant,
activities, Betty and I, since March I 7, I 919, had been
exploring another land, that unseen land of mystery from
which, it used to be said, "no traveler returns." We
doubted that. Betty had visited that land, and had re-I
turned, many times. It was her report:l of these, her ex-\
plorations, which made up the body of the work I now
felt so impossible without her, and so untimely broken
off.
We had accomplished something, we thought; andl ...
what we had done had already found print in four books; -y.I:
but it had seemed to us both that there was still a strong ·\~<:~,
lead onward to something culminating, something Betty •~
had not yet reached. So she fought hard to stay; and I
fought hard to keep her. And it had looked like a win- ~.,~.;.~.:..
ning fight until the very last.
.
;t~.t".:

t,::;

z.
The four books were these:
Credo, a preliminary volume issued in 1925, in whic~
without revealing its actual source, I presented the prac·
tical aspects of the philosophy received psychical\
through Betty from "the other side'';
Why Be a Mud Turtle?, 1928, in which I reported\
funher teachings of the same philosophy that seemed to
me so applicab1e to modem living that it was actually
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unfair to withhold them from our growingly complicated
world - but again without explaining the origin of the
concepts;
1 The Betty Book, 1937, in which I threw my hat over
the modern public's materialistic windmill and wrote
:frankly of "the excursions of 'Betty,' a psychic intimate~
!ly known to me and of absolute integrity, into the world
lof 'other consciousness,' and of the communications re-'ceived by her ..• in a condition of trance or otherwise
t••. from forces which I have ventured to call 'the Inlvisibles. ,., But even so, it was only my own hat I threw.
I refrained from stating in so many words that "Betty"
was in reality Elizabeth. Calvert Grant White, my own

wife.t
Just after Ouistmas, 1938, the fourth boo~ Across
the Unknown, was finished and the manuscript shipped
to its publisher. Here there was no attempt to conceal
the identity of Betty. Indeed, the flood of enthusiastic
and demanding letters that increased rather than diminished month after month following publication of The
Betty Book had at last convinced us of the truth of what
the Invisibles had told us repeatedly, from the very beginning:
{ "The message is what is important ••• the message and
•the fact that we are able to give it: not you."

3·
~

Thus it was that communication with the Invisibles,
ldisincarnate earth-entities, had been of daily occurrence
• From the introduction to Tbe Betty Book.
t See Appendix 1 (Wbo't Who in America Reference Service, January
IQ40),
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in Betty's and my home. I had taken down in my own1
brand of "shorthand,'' and then typed for record pur-l
poses, several thousand single-spaced pages of teachingsJ
so received. From these several thousand pages, contain-!
ing well over a million words, I had written my fourt
books acclaiming the intellectual reasonableness of the{
continuity of life - the going forward of the individual~
l-Am after natural death.
And then, very soon after the last proofs had received I
the author's corrections, Betty died. What happened out}
on the hillside under the trees that April night I have told
elsewhere. That record still stands. While Across the
Unknown was actually in press, I added one short chapter entitled "I Bear Witness." I repeat a portion of it here
because I can tell it no better:
"You know the cozy, intimate feeling of companionship you get sometimes when you are in the same room;
perhaps each reading a book; not speaking; not even
looking at one another. It is tenuous, an evanescent thing
- one that we too often fail to savor and appreciate.
Sometimes, in fact, it takes an evening or two of empty
solitude to make us realize how substantial and important it really is.
"Then, on the other hand, you know how you draw\
closer by means of things you do together. And still morel
through talk and such mental interchanges. And mosd
of all, perhaps, in the various physical relationships of
love and marriage.
"N?w when yo~ stop to think of it, all t~ese latter\
matenal contacts, nght through the whole of ltfe, are at~··.
root and in essence aimed at real~y just one thing: that.
rare ~~er feeling of c?mpanionship suggested feebly in ·
the stttmg-by-the-fire 1dea. That is what we really are
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groping for in all friendly and loving human relations,
hampered by the fact that we are different peofle more
or less muffled from each other by the barriers o encasement in the body.
1 "Well, within a very few minutes that companionship
(flooded through my whole being from Betty, but in an
~nrensity and purity of which I had previously had no
~onception. It was the same thing, but a hundred, a thouisand times stronger. And I realized that it more than com·~
'Pensated for the little fact that she had stepped across,
because it was the thing that all our physical activities
together had striven for, but - compared with this had gained only dimly and in part. Why not? Actually
it was doing perfectly what all these other things had
only groped for. So what use the other things? and why
should I miss them?
"Does this sound fantastic? Maybe; but it is as real and
fSolid as the chair I am sitting on. So much so that I have
)never in my life been so filled with pure happiness. No
{despair; no devastation; just a deeper happiness than I
/have experienced with her ever before, save in the brief
{moments when everything harmonized in fulfillment.
r,~, ~ "And furthermore it has lasted, and is with me always.',.
Now, more than a year later, I can in all honesty repeat: "It has lasted, and is with me always." The experience of that night was charged neither with the exultation of emotional belief nor the quiet sureness of intellecttual knowledge. There was just a quick dissolving of my
!conflict; for Betty had not gone- sbe was still with me.
There was left me no doubt as to her Presence with me
on the hillsid~.
! That presence has continued, not all the time, but
lnonnally so. I go into a room; she may or may not be
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there. I stroll about her garden; she may or may not walk
with me. But many times throughout each twenty-fourhour day she is there, her vivid personality enveloping'
me, and not only me but even strangers visiting in the
bouse.
It was Betty who, when here, created easy, friendly
hospitality in our home - not I. She it is who still creates
it; for Betty is still living. This I know. Not as I live, but}
with me in "the one and only universe." She has given~
me a thousand proofs of it. And through another psychic
- Joan of the Chinese boxes, about whom much more in 1
the following pages - a whole new concept of possibly\
scientific thought including a unique, and I think illumi•&
nating, terminology.
Betty calls it a "divulgence." The few physicists oq
metaphysicians to whom I have submitted various portions are all agreed, with normally professional reservations, that it is "important." One, less normally professional than the rest, let himself go.
"I don't care how or where you get it," he said. "This
is definitely a step forward - a system of anticipatory
thought. At the very least it will give us laboratory fellows new premises to work from and new hypotheses
to work toward."
Perhaps. Betty called it onlv a divulgence.
Divulgence of what? Of The Unobstructed Universe~
where Betty went after her body died and concernin~
which, its ways and means, methods, laws, habits, wor~
triumphs, failures - indeed, its very place - she, throng
Joan, has since reported back to me.

I
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slippers. And found that she had not wanted me to remember! That she deliberately had chosen something
she knew - or hoped - I would not remember!
"Too bad" that I couldn't remember? It was glorious
that I hadn't-and still couldn't remember. With Johnnie
and Reider to remember, those blue slippers are just
about the best piece of "evidential, a man ever had.

CHAPTER VI

WE SET OUT
I.

IN WHAT follows Joan will be referred to at times as "thel
receiving station" or, more briefly, "the station." To} ~·}1:?
avoid possible misunderstanding on the part of the reader, as well as to give a fuller comprehension of this term,
it should be explained.
Back in 1916 when Joan- accidendy, like Betty-~
discovered she was psychic, transmission of the Morse
code by wireless signals had come into its own, but
radio as we know it today, and its now familiar terminology, were still several years away. For the general
public this long-distance projection of the human voice
without wires through the mechanism of broadcasting
"stations" and millions of "receiving" sets all came after
1910.

Yet even in 1916 Stephen was calling Joan a "receiv-, 1--ll'J
ing station." Occasionally, Darby tells me, he used the\
word "psychic" but never the more popular word "me-~-.
dium" - not once in all the hundreds of pages of notes .
comprising the Stephen records. From the published portion of these records, Our Unseen Guest, I quote:
"The process of communication," says Stephen, "is
more like the transmission o£ a wireless message than
an~hin~ else in your experience.• <?ur term, r~ceivingt ,
stanon, IS very good, not because 1t ts metaphoncal, buti because it is the exact opposite of metaphorical."
Betty, for the last twenty years of her earth life, hadl
been a receiving station - a much more prolific stationl
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han Joan. For, after the rounding out of Stephen's phil.
osophy, Joan had only at long intervals and for shon
periods invited communication. All her adult life she has
been a busy woman, with a personally satisfying - and
exacting -job to do. Not for seventeen years, • had she
done any really sustained psychic work. I knew this.
And after Betty's death Darby had written me that,
though he had hoped to reach Betty through Joan, he
had been unable to do so.
"We have so seldom tried for communication in recent.
years," he explained. "Not that Stephen or Anne ever
fail to appear when we do try. But they are old stand·
bys. We have not been able to contact Betty. Joan says it
must be because she herself is rusty."
Joan was not rusty. But I think Betty's failure to
speak through her until I went East six months later inclined us to agree with Joan's suggestion that she might
be rusty. I wanted to see Darby and Joan in any case, because, as I have explained, we are friends. But that first
night in their home I really hoped we would not try to
get in touch with Betty. Suppose we failed! Darby,
whose experience and background have trained him in
the habit of controlling troublesome situations, kept our
nfter-dinner conversation going pleasantly enough about
the novel I had come East to see made ready for the press.
But he did not fool me; and Joan, quite unlike herself,
was openly nervous. How deeply distrustful of her talent, how downright fearful she was of the possible dis·
turbance failure might cause in my acceptance of Betty's
voiceless but continued Presence, I had no conception for
a week or more. Parenthetically, that particular fear was
• See Appendix of The Betty Book.
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mwarrameu. Nothing could disturb that Presence: it
too actual and vivid.
Joan confessed her anxieties days later and only afte~
_ had suddenly thrown an entirely new slant on the
imfortance of evidence.
_ have told how quickly and cleverly and abundantly
Betty piled up proof of her identity that first night. Darby and I certainly needed no more "evidential." Nevertheless, from time to time, in our subsequent sessions, she
would suddenly and unexpectedly slip in another bit.
We told her, at last, not to bother.
"You don't understand," Betty explained. ''We d()t
not do it only for you, but also for the protection of the 1
station. To assure her, in her subconscious, and afterwards when she sees the record, of her own integrity as
a station, and that she is really giving the right message.
Do you think that if Joan felt for one instant that this
was not I talking, she would ever again go 'out' for me?"

~.

You will remember I said that in that initial evenin~
Betty convinced me of two things: her identity. and that ·
~e had something to tell. The foregoing chapters are .
mtended to cover the first. But before we go on to the
~cond I want to say that I weB know mere evidence is
little good except to those at whom it is personally directed. Curious, but true!
We accept, as part of our mental equipment, "facts"
of which we know nothing whatever, merely on the
testimony of some physicist, or astronomer, or medico,
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or traveler, or whatnot, as to what he claims he has
We haven't seen them, but we·believe them. Yet we
as a race -remain unmoved by equally specific and
ported testimony, as to what they claim they have
of such men as Sir William Crookes, Flammarion,
Oliver Lodge, Richet, down to the bewildered stubbornly honest - chiefs of police so often lugged
to research of psychic phenomena on the naive assumpt
tion that they must be particularly qualified to
fraud. We haven't seen; so we don't believe. Same
of testimony, by same type of witnesses. If we ·
must explain to ourselves, we say they've gone a
dotty, and let it go at that!
Probably that is as it should be. This type of e,,,A .."...
may be intended only for the person to whom it .i'!>
ly addressed. It may be the job of each to search out
own experience; or have it seek him out when he is
for it. The only real and satisfactofY "evidential," in
long run, is not the testimony o phenomena, but
ideas. Darby summed that up well in the last paragrap'
of Our Unseen Guest.
"We believe," he writes, "Stephen is real, not becau~~t
of the tests, convincing as they have been; for these, it
conceivable, might be explained away. That the
of his philosophy should have come to us as though
of the air, with us ignorant of their meaning until
phen elaborated them into a connected and digm!Ielf
metaphysical system, seems a test unlikely - as far as
are concerned-to be explained away. Yet granted it
- still would Joan and I be compelled to accept the
sonableness of Stephen's message. And that the
ophy should be reasonable and the phenomenon a
ception is a contradiction which, to use Stephen's
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Joan's mind and mine are not 'nimble enough' to entertain."
With that I agree heartily. Your own persuasion should
await the completion of what Betty had to say. The
"evidential" of the preceding chapters was not narrated'
to convince you: merely to show you the manner byi
which we personally were convinced. Now, in order to~
show how Betty managed to persuade us that she had
indeed something to say, it might be well to set down
the high lights of the first few evenings.
Mter Joan had gone in trance that first night, a long
pause ensued. Then a whisper: "Yes, yes." Suddenly
the voice came through clearly.
"Where shall I begin?" it said. "You see, Stewt, • Joan's
all clogged up with emotion, and I can't ... She wants to.
She wants to let me have her mind to use for you. I
think the best thing is just to begin the job, and that will
quiet her down and give me a better chance.
"You see, the thing I have to do now is what I did)
before, only from the other end. I have .to come back and{ Ne ;
tell you bow I come back. That's my JOb: that,s what If :
have to do."
·
The facility abruptly failed. In such cases a question
often helps. An earlier "message," purported to have
come from Betty to a friend, and relayed to me, was thatf
she was "working on the subject of pain, its nature and lNf,
the technique of handling it." I asked about that, mere-1
ly to get things going '>again. It worked.
"That is a very definite part of what I am doing," she f)
resumed. "We are all of us working so hard on people\ 6
• In a manner of speaking, this was the first bit of •·evidential," though
it was not particularly important. Only Betty b~d ever called me
th.r; and - as far as we laiow - Joan had never heard it.
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(who are corning over suddenly now. [This refers to the
)lighting in Poland. S E W] Our friend the Doctor is
helping on that. He and I are working together. It is all
Jconfused here now: so many coming suddenly, and they
(don't know what has happened to them. You see, to people like you, and me when I left you, who know the
facts of the very narrow no-man's land between what
lyou call life and what I now call life - wei~ we can aid
ose who come out to help us in going over, and meet
hem all clean and glorious and sure. Always those who
[ o naturally are met and told what the change is, so that
here is no disconcertion on their part. But those like you
and me, we can help of our own volition and knowledge.
We are not only spared the surprise of finding ourselves
uddenly in another sphere, but we ourselves can wipe
ut the tensions of our memories."
Her reference to working with "so many people coming suddenly now ... not knowing what has happened
to them," while those "who go naturally are always met
and told," is an old story. Most of the books on psychic
experience, especially those published during or immediately following the 1914-1918 World War, carried this
same statement, endorsing the age-old plea of the Litany:
"from battle .•. and sudden death, Good Lord, deliver us."
Betty's new and reassuring thought was how we "people like us who know the facts of the very narrow
no-man's land" -can meet death, sudden or natural; how
we can rejoin .our friends on the other side "all clean and
glorious and sure" and "wipe out the tensions of our
memories."
This last seemed important to us; and very comforting.
It struck Darby as especially so, and he made a contribution.

t
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"A long time ago," said Darby, "soon after a medical
friend of mine died, I was talking, through Joan, with
him about his own passing. And among other things he
said this:
" 'Birth is the mystery, not death. And did you ever
&top to think that if a child about to be born could be
awarely conscious, how confused it would be, and how
afraid of the strange new world it had to face?' How
about it, Betty?"
"Your friend was right," she replied. "Of course death!
is much simpler than birth; it is merely a continuation. ~ '2P
Earth is the borning place for the purpose of individu- t
alization. That is one of the things I am to tell you about
later."
.
Nor could we persuade her at this time to explain
further.
"No," she said firmly. "I could not make you under-~
stand yet. What I am being permitted to tell you has a
pattern-- a well-thought-out, step-by-step pattern. It will ·
be easier for all of us, if you do not disturb the pattern."
I asked another random question, with the same object
in view: to keep things going.·
"Do you see and feel the physical sensations of my
world that I see and feel?" I enquired. ''If so, do you
get them through me? Or .on your own?"
"I have all the senses you have, only more," she\
answered.
"Then," I persisted, "you can actually share a physical
sensation with me, as smelling a flower, or seeing a landscape?"
"Of course. And I've done it. All that you have
talce, and I want it. And I can induce a sensation in you.
"But our next job together," she continued, " is phil-

Il
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~osophy, though my study of pain is important. You

116

;our last book• tells about how I went 'out,' how I
iinto t:ontact while I was still living on your side, how
/'anyone can teach himself to come in contact, to some
iexrent at least, with this side. Now I must evolve a
method for telling how we come back, how I do it, so
fthat you can receive more easily. You have learned how
1to project your consciousness into my present state of
iexistence and draw sustenance from it; but you do not
llknow how to permit us, on this side, to project ourselves
lback to you. I did the one thing there; now I must do
this here.
J "If Joan knew just how to let me come, it would be
!perfect. We will try to make progress as fast as we can.
I want you to be with me; I want to- Oh darn!" she
interrupted herself as the station fumbled. "If Joan and
I can only work together until I can rub out the wrinkles
~n her brain- it's all here to be told. It requires a keyedl!upness from the spiritual side; a calmness from the physikal. You have to be spiritually alert, physically passive.
But that alertness is peculiar. If you are too spiritually
alert you get keyed up to the point where you are not
dominated. It is under high tension that visions are seen
-Angels of .Mons, and so on. But what I am talking
about is the day-by-day means of natural normal communication with me, and me with you."
That certainly sounded interesting enough, aside from
all the personal and the evidential, from which I extract
these excerpts. At the next opportunity I reverted to
her statement as to her senses.
"You said; or implied, that you received sensations
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from our physical world. Do you get them actually
through the contacts with it of your present body - what
we used to call the beta body• - or do you get the
idea of contact first? Do I make myself clear?"
"Clear as mud," laughed Betty. "But I'll tell you how
it is, I do touch you, and sometimes you feel me, de-!
pending on whether your sense is keyed to it. My touch\
of you to me is just as real as ever. We are real. We are&
entities. I am.,
"In psychic literature," suggested Darby, "we are always reading about the 'density' of eanh conditions that
it is necessary for the discarnate to penetrate for the
purposes of communication, and we get the idea somehow that you do so with difficulty, something like a man
under water. Doesn't that affect your other contacts with
our world_,
"The density is not for us," she interrupted. "It's thej
density for you. We can see you. There is an earth den-.
sity that is factual that you can penetrate only under cer i
tain circumstances - emotion, shock, trance, and so on;l
and then there is a spiritual density created by the mindsf
of people."
"Then your own faculties are not dulled by it?" I
pressed the point.
''No. Take a radio: the announcer is in full possession
of his faculties, he is not dulled or fuzzy. But there may
be static to spoil reception. The limitations of relationj
ships between the two worlds are for the most part lim~
ited only in your world. Your world and mine are the ·.
same, only you are not conscious of mine. I see both." '

• ACf'otr the UnkniYW'Il.

,. See The Betty Book.
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CHAPTER VIII

WE WORKED OVERTIME
1.

ON THE strength of all this I modified my plans. As
of my week-ends as I had not previously engaged,
spent with Darby and Joan. Occasionally I managed
overnight in the week itself. Finally, I extended my
East to its last possible limit in order to visit them.
ing those last days we worked every evening, and
Saturdays and Sundays we could manage two and
times three periods. In this manner, all told, we firu:sm:u1
off with exactly forty work sessions.
We worked hard; no question of that. Betty had
and big concepts to get over: and she had not only
state them, but to make us comprehend them. To accom·r
plish this she encouraged talk, argument, and
tion on the part of Darby and me - the "conceiving
tions." Darby did much more than could I. There
moments when the job of getting down verbatim
pretty rapid talk, and at the same time ende'"'",.;
absorb enough meaning to evolve some slight
ing intelligence of my own, made me feel as though
were trying to take in the whole of a three-ring ·
Some of our offerings proved helpful: many of our
gorgeous deductions and theories, that looked p
ly all right to us, Betty turned down flat- and conuuuwl
calmly along the line on which she had started. Reading
the records later, as a whole, I can see how ludicrous
was. She gave us scope to frisk all over the intellectU..a
landscape, but herself proceeded Straight and 11nrlPui1

G9

ing toward her objective. Or, to change the figure, she
played us as a fisherman plays a trout: gave us plenty of
line, but reeled us in at last to where she wanted us. A
good method. It cleared our minds of what isn't so!
Usually each session lasted from two to two and a
half hours. At the close of each, Betty - oh very politely! - dismissed Darby from the room. "You see," she
explained quaintly. "I must change myself back, for
Stewt, from a schoolma'am into a gal." Then for ten minutes or so she would talk to me of personal things. So
intimate to ourselves, at times, was some of this that at
first I could not quite avoid a slight uneasiness.
"I know it seems strange to you to be talking this way
with this woman present," said Betty. "But she is not
present. She is a thousand miles away! She goes so willingly and sweetly," added Betty appreciatively.
These little private talks - if I had stopped to think of
them that way - fairly bristled with the most brilliant
"evidential." But I did not wish to think of them that
way. They were just talks with Betty, about our own
affairs.
2.

I have used the tenn "what Betty had to say~" merelyl
because it was she who actually said it. She did not pretend - indeed she specifically disclaimed - that this was
all her own effort. She was always referring to others~
with her, who were directing and advising as to the'
course of the discussions.
"I don't know; I'll ask,n she would say when wet
asked something outside her own knowledge. "Those If
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am working with suggest -" she would preface some
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advice. And occasionally, when she got into difficulties,
or perhaps by way of epitome, one or another of these
3·
collaborators - or directors - would speak in his own
.. "The only difference, really, between our worlds is af
person. Bur briefly. There was "Anne." for example.
'difference
of frequency," Betty continued.
fi\nne is a personality who, along with Stephen, immediThe
gap
between has never, as yet, been mechanically
{fltely began communicating through Joan once the latter
bridged.
That
is to say, the highest frequency we have!
' ad discovered her psychic powers. She was a Scotsmechanically
produced
or isolated is lower than the low- J
oman of, probably, about the sixteenth century. Her ·
est frequency of Betty's state of being.
·~road dialect is archaic, interspersed upon occasion with
· "You see,'' said Betty, "when I was there with you,
ure Gaelic, and, until one's ear becomes accustomed to
I was very close in degree to Joan. I am stepped up now
t, far from easy to follow or understand. Anne, or "the
higher than she."
ady Anne" as other Invisibles usually refer to her, did
. In order to communicate through Joan, explained
Jnot appear in Our Unseen Guest, though she had much
Betty, she must first of all close this discrepancy; "step
to do with that book's making. But because she is so
up"
Joan's frequency to a meeting point with her own,
beloved by Betty, and indeed by all of us who know he.r
so
to
speak. That was roughly it, but the statement is
~~-- on this side as well as there - Anne is to be included
·
iin these pages.
not exact. Nor was it made exact; but a glimpse was afforded by the illustration of striking a note on a piano
"The Lady Anne is a very great personage," Betty
and getting vibrations on all the other octaves of that
assured us. "I don't suppose you people really appreciate
same note.
·
- I didn't - what an honor it is to have an individual
"The only reason," said Betty, "you cannot exist and~
like Anne take so much trouble. And she is so funny!"
1 Anne's wit is brilliant; her tolerance and wisdom prooperate in the entire universe, as I do - for I operate
your universe as well as in mine - is because you are not
Ifound with the simplicity of broad and unemotional
able to step up your frequency. That is the basis of Joan's
khinking. Nevertheless I shall not attempt to reproduce
here either h~r repartee or dialect.
talent; she can, upon occasion, step up her frequency. 1
But it is not a constant with her, which is why she isn't
~ "Anne knows much more than I do," Betty told us,
living with me here now.
'·'but I was selected because Joan and I were nearly of
"And further,'' Betty amplified, "Joan can also per-\
' he same frequency while I was there; because I have
:o recently come over, and therefore am in cJoser touch
mit me to help step up her frequency." There seemed tof
be considerable technique to that.
"th you and your ways of thinking; and, finally, beuse I worked so hard at it while I was there, that I
ccA station's ability to release subconsciousness and bel
eveloped certain qualifications.
stepped up in frequency is a talent," she rencated. "It's t..i(l.
a part of that person's make-up, like any talent. you all

I
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ed. "Joan has no metaphysics, but it was possible for
have it to a degree, the simplicities of it.
Stephen
to give his philosophy through her because the
more or less 'psychic.' Some know it; some don
I'
potentiality
was in her mind. So I do not think we shall
is a good conceiving station, Stewt is a combination.
:.
have
much
difficulty in getting the present divulgence
.
is a super receiving station. During communication I
Of course, there is here a profound and
·
through
her.
the released subconscious of the station, and its
sort
of
consecrated
eagerness to receive. Every time
house to produce my message. It's a talent on my side,
I
come
I
realize
how
much she wants to open her mind
Jtoo. In a way we have 'mediums' here. Certain of us.
to the use we want to make of it."
·\can communicate with more facility. I have to contend
"Now as to this attuning of your frequency and hers,
'lwith the frequency of Joan's physical body, just as she
one to the o~her. Do you tune hers up and yours down?"
t·• \? ')\does to communicate with· me. That is a resistance.
I asked. "And when you meet us, as you say you do, do
· banr c~ses the deflection is so great you get no comyou tune us up and yourself down?"
Jmurucanon at all.''
"I do not tune down my individual frequency to meet
All this was really aside from the line of the philosoyou,"
she replied with dignity. "I do stimulate yours,
phy Betty was then trying to get into our heads. Neverand
I
deliberately use a complementary frequency on
theless it interested us enormously. We were curious as
this
side
to meet it. It happens that my frequency and\
to what made the wheels go round. We often wanted
yo.
urs
and
Darby's and Joan's are very close. But Anne'st'
to know things that had little to do with the presenta·
frequency is away beyond mine. I am telling you how
tion of the argument, and generally were squashed by
she does it."
the simple statement, "That is aside from the point I am
"What is this complementary frequency?" I asked.
trying to make" - expressed with the finality of Queen
"It is tbe frequency on my side that is exactly equal to!
Victoria's "We are not amused." But this question of
O'Wn on your side. It is lower than mine. But there~
your
the technique of communication was an exception. Betty
is
a
degree
here th:J.t is an exact complement of Joan's·J_
was willing to touch on it, from time to time. Perhaps
is
lower
than I am now. I have to be able to manip-~
but
it
she was indulging the children. Perhaps she felt its un·
ulate
that
frequency
in order to complement her.
derstanding would add to the reality of the situation. I
"Suppose,"
said
Betty,
surrendering at last to our perdo not know.
"we
first
take
up
the procedure from your end.
sistence,
"You said a while back that you 'used the released sub·
Now, here is Jo::m, with a talent for receiving impres-\
conscious of the station and its storehouse,' " I reminded
sions outside t.he ordinary world impingements. She goesl
,her one evening. "Of course we have 1mown that you
about her business all day. having her share of hunches,
~ feople over there pick a station for its vocabulary. Do
but no more than the ave~Jge person. Then we four g~t
\\"--' you also pick a station for its content of knowledge of a
ubject?"
together.
"Now, one of the reasons Joan is such a good station
"Rather for its potentiality of knowledge," f>he amend-

J
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p~ lis because she can be turned on and off by somebod
'else. In h~r case, by Darby's touch on her wrist."
'1
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·;''When Joan is in this communicating state- that
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is.,

· · e her magnetic field is opened.- anythi~g you sayi

~ S?methmg _of the sort ~ee~ to be the case with progisters, a_nd because she knows lt at t~e ume, she tsl
/ess10nal medt~~ .- I epuomtze Betty's statement here: . le to ed1t. Neve~theless her me.mory 1s blocked off.J
~they have t.heu; signals" for entering the peculiar state ~)low, when 1 ge~ m the commurucaung state, through
~~of co~umcauon. Some h~ve_ a crystal ball, or tea leaves, ~er- ~hen I_ begm to work ~y cornpleme~t fiel~ here lor playmg cards, or the smgmg of hymns _ there are ·1 am m a like state. That Is, not preczsely like, but
do~ens of deyices. The ancient soothsayers used the en-· comparable. And I've put myself so in tune with her\
trails of sacnfice.
· . senses that I get back a most pleasurable reaction to them.~
"Neverthel~ss" -:} resume the verbatim report of 'That is. ~hy I like to ?ear you address ~e audibly,~
~hat Bettr satd - tn none of their cases is there that · though 1t IS true I can pick up from the enure field, on~
httle peculiar device, like clicking on and off a radio, ,which you two [Darby and SEW] impinge."
~
that we h~ve here. When Darby touches her wrist, that is : ~-! That is, she could "read" our thoughts and mentalil
merely a signal- a command-impulse from him for her to ; . questions.
release her subconscious - that I comprehend in response , · "Now we're on the subject," said I, "how about this
'~Now suppose we describe that subconscious as a rna ~ . mind-reading business? Suppose· I am making a mental
nett~ fiel~ of a certain degree of attraction. If we wJe . comment to you. How literally do you take that from
deahng .wtth pure physics, you would at once reco · e my mind? Exactly, or only in gist?"
~at a like field could send to it or receive from i;:y . "I get more than the gist of your comment. I get
Impulse.
your exact words when there is a direct communion be"Now, .operation of the field on my side is ·ust as · tween you and me. When there is a station, I would not
~much a gift as is the .~pening of the field on yoJr side. only have to get your words myself, but in most cases
~Nevertheless, even failmg that operation, impressions do
I would have to get enough of the sense of your questget through, but neither clearly nor correctly."
tion into the station's mind to be able to answer it through
her.'•
"And that presupposes also the possibility of leaks
~ough from other sources," suggested Darby.
"It has he:n state~, quite often, that in your worl
i 'Yes. We have here a magnetic field. And there are you commurucate With one another mentally, what you

t

That IS why, m the mtddle of a perfectly evid;;:ntial and
orrect message, you will get words we, or the station,
ave not been able to edit out. As we learn better to con. ol the field, and as the station learns better to edit, you
get less and less of that.

·It doesn't sound very soctable."
"We have voices. We can communicate with each•
other mentally, but we use words over here simply be-\
cause it's easier. There is a little more technique to getting it out of the mind. Just as there is to getting it out
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of your mind, to carrying on a mental talk with
I think she must rather have hoped that all this would
And of course my awareness-mechanism has to be
.. ~· settle our minds so we could get on with the main job.
ac_ute in getting what you think than when I conv...... .· And, after aU, our minds had to be settled. It is part of
With another individual in my state."
how we worked, and that is one reason "vhy I include it
I There is, she explained, a "communication band''
in this chapter. Another reason is that I think it inter'
(frequency, common to all.
esting.
"It isn't important," said I, "but there's a current idea
"Now look here," I challenged, ''you've got me scared.
in occult circles that every time we think of you peopl~
If you people can enter our minds at will, pretty soon
you are aware of it and have to respond -"
I'm going to be afraid to think. And you say you can
~ "I should say not!" Betty's ~corn was vast. "If you
go anywhere in our world 'because to you it is not an
!,thought you really had somethmg to say, of course we
obstruction.' Whcre's our cc.mmon ordinary privacy?
kvould come," she relented.
Irvin Cobb's goldfish in a bowl has nothing on us."
"Now," she finished off that aspect of the subject, "I
"Certain things you call traits of character and con-l
want to call your attention to one fact. In this type of
vention have a different meaning here than there. They;
communication we are using now, you have never had
are enormously intensified. Such things as honor, honto contend with a lower degree." •
esty, self respect, and the like," said Betty.
l
"Am I to understand that the control of this station
''Does that intensification impose on you an actual inby a lower degree than the station is practically impossiability to intrude, as a locked door with us?" I wanted
ble?" I Wanted to get this clear.
to know. "Or is it merely voluntary?"
"Yes, it is. Let's go into it more deeply. Just how
"There are certain things you could not do - that yo11'
much effect on your actual mentality, your think tank,
need no conscious inhibition to keep from doing. Yo11 \
not your emotions, would the meanderings of a. child
never would think of them. Murder, for example. Then~
have in influencing judgment? Litde, or none. It's exthere are, in addition, conventions that perhaps you have
actly like that."
consciously to think about. You might break a convent It is true that all this series of dissertations proved
tion, and then vou'd be sorry. Such things do go farther\
~astoundingly free from what we call "coloring" - the
on our plane. They are all of them protective."
\interposition of the station's own subconscious; and of
"How about lower degrees without the full sense of
~h~~ we call "interference" - presumably from outside
honor, privacy, and so forth, of the higher degrees? I
~ntmes. vVe remarked on that one day.
instance not reading a man's diary. True of us; but not
"Oh, I can handle this woman," said Betty, almost
perhaps of the tvnical landlady of fiction."
smugly.
"One of the difficulties on earth is that you have idealized truth out of your social set-up. Yet you have your
• or outside interference.
prisons. The reason you have so many of them is because

i
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yhou havlie permitted the lower degrees to run amok," ..
s e rep cc[
"H
I
<o you keep them from running amok over
th ~;e.~~;nas1
<<:d Darby.

CHAPTER IX

WE MAKE THE GLOSSARY

}n!~e~:e fi~s.t place," s~i~ Betty,, "laws ar~ obeY:ed here.

. ETfY early began to have trouble with terminology.
gllltlOn of law 1s Imperative. Law 1S a thzng here.
e ideas she wanted to convey were exact; and our
t ope~atcs. And here we all understand that if we run , babit is to use words inexactly. Her ideas were new; ancll
n law, we bump. The breaking of a law here ·they deserved new terms. However, at first she use<l
5
r~ ad I crcnt reaction on the individual consciousness . 'those with which we were familiar, and eased us out of
f·
';them only when by their mean.s she had penetrated our
0 btealc.ing there. And it's not done."
. . dse ~er degrees are then unable, by their nature, . :density.
.
.:i, o "I
mva. ethPtlVa cy.;:, , was my questiOn.
.
,·. . As. an exampIe, f or some time
. sh e d'tstmgms
.
. hed Luer
15
e vezy nature of things that makes them un..
and
as
and
is all one
,Uillverse," she InSisted, but yours 1s limned.
·
That did all right for the first rough exposition. 4CBut
'Uie are not without limitations," she later reflected.,
"Thev are not limitations of vour kind of matter, but .• !'
Th-en for a while she swit~hed to "restricted" and "unrestricted"; bur this would not do: she admitted shet
did have the restrictions of her state of bein~. Finally f
she settled down to "obstructed" and 4Cunobsrructed'•; ~
and was satisfied. So was Anne.
c
· "And," the latter pointed out, "you will remember
that at the very first Betty sai~ there is the obstructedf
and unobstructed universe." 11us was true- as a phrase~
- but we h:td forgotten it.
We had the same difficulty with the word "constant."!
It took us some time to learn, by the context of the~
record, that Betty used it in the sen~e of "co!'stantly a~-i
companying," as an integ-ral necessttv of bemrr. But 1ts~
$tricter connotation is mathematical. It wonld mean
ccfixed" to most people, and that was not what Bettyl
wanted at all. "Substantial" -standing under- had tool

k

~p ag~r::!
~;.h~es :he

l

~ble.;'

.~verse

o~lfS. u~~imited

.Iin:it~d. ·:~t
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many connotations: "Co-efficient" - analyzed down
its derivatives - was good enough; but no reader would
stop to analyze. He would simply take its mathematical
significancet and let it go at that. So we had to search
still further.
And in another connotation Betty used "constant"
for a while in such phrases as "constant time," "constant
space." On Darby's suggestion we substituted "absolute." That was a comfortable.enough fit for the foundation ideas. But later it could not contain them. Betty became more and more dissatisfied, as did Darby.
"We;bave to ditch the word 'absolute'," said she at last.
~"'Absolute' connotes static; and ours is not a static
: world; it is in evolution. We have had to use terms at
;first that were absolutely gray-headed. That is why we
thad to get the word 'orthos.'"
That was a brand-new word Betty had managed to
coin some days before, and had defined for us, after a
fashion, but whose real intended use Darby had "conceived" only now. We had been fumbling, with much
give and take of discussion for her conception of "con;stant time," or "absolute time," and finally in despait
fell back on "third time" - the other two being ordinary
;;'sidereal or clock time, based on astronomical movements,
~·and psychological time. •
"'The Greeks have a word for it!'" quoted Betty.
At the moment we thought that a flippancy, nor did
we change our opinion when, later, she repeated.
"You remember last week I told you 'The Greeks
have a word for it,'" she insisted. "Strip down- as you
'Stripped down your word 'e5sencet- esse, to be. The
Greeks had a word for it."
• The argument will be develop~td in its proper place later.
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She tried to tell Joan, and have Joan repeat it to usa method sometimes effective when there is verbal difficulty. Joan produced eros, and in her capacity as a receiving station stuck to it in face of derisive hoots from
both the conceiving stations. This, we protested, was
no love story; nor one of those love-light-and-sweetness
cults! Or was it? No, it wasn't.
For the time being Betty gave it up and went on using
"constant" and "absolute," but always with dissatisfaction. Finally she got it over, through Joan, in automatic
writing; a method Joan very rarely employs, and at
which she is not particularly good. It was ortbos;• a wordf
which, audibly, sounds sufficiently like eros to one who,
like Joan, knows no Greek.
Like all new words, it had to have not only meaning,
but connotation poured into it before it could become
medium of exchange. That came later for us, and will
for the reader come later in this book. But it soon became
sufficiently obvious, as our especial terminology accumulated, that we would have to go in for definitions.t
And that, for Darby and me - the conceiving stationsi
-turned out to be genuine labor. Betty seemed to think,:)
and probably justly, that it would be good for our un-~
derstanding if she let us do the defining-. She reserved~
the right of veto - and exercised it. And let us try and
try again, with an occasional kind hint or suggestion seldom more than that - until we had hammered out
something satisfactory. It was really funny. We had sol
many bright ideas, and were so enormously pleased with§
ourselves, and were so flatly sat upon! Definitions oil
• Greek - straight, true. As orthodox, orthochromatic, orthopedic, etc.

+See Glossary at end of book.
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half a dozen tenns would leave u..<::, and the evening,
exhausted.
"Now formulate and define orthos," Betty challenged
us.
Before we begin, I beseech the reader not to try to
make head or tail of this now. It will be discussed -and
I hope clarified - in Part II. I quote here, only as
amusing, an example of what we were up against in
making these definitions.
"Well," fumbled Darby, "you have said that orthos
is 'the elemental reality'; 'it is not synonymous with
consciousness'; 'it does not include the obstructed universe aspect.' 'Orthosis the elemental reality of the unobstructed universe' - but really consciousness is the elemental. By its derivation, 'orthos' is 'the true.' If space
and time and motion are, as you have implied, appearances set up in the obstructed universe, then orthos is
that of which they are the appearance."
~ "Orthos -from the Greek for true -is the ultimate
~from which all appearances of the universe emanate,"
contributed Betty.
"Is it fair to say that orthos is the unobstructed universe, the frame, the concept of die unobstructed universe?" asked Darby.
I "It would be fair enough," conceded Betty. ••orthos
~ the unobstructed aspect of the entire universe."
"Then," said Darby, "I'd say that orthos is the field
of operation of consciousness and its co-existent essences
in the absolute."
"But," objected Betty, "why did we coin the word
'orthos'? Wasn't it to get rid of the word 'absolute'?"
"Orthos is the field of operation of consciousness and

8J

co-existent essences in its unobstructed aspects," was
try at it.
ignored this one.
"One of the subjects we want to talk about is the!
fourth dimension - the possibility of it, not its reality;j
you can't get the reality," said she.
·.
"But," objected Darby, "you have said that orthos is
in trilogy.• Add a fourth? Unless it is consciousness itself." Darby was doubtful. So was I.
"Well, if you add any fourth dimension tonight, fll
lose consciousness," I observed.
This joke was not appreciated. We returned to the
job. After much anguish we evolved this:
"Orthos: the operation of consciousness through co-f
existent essences in its unobstructed aspect."
~
Betty passed this. "The next is 'orthic,'" she said.
"'Adjective: pertaining to orthos,' "I proffered glibly.
"Congratulations! A perfect definition, and right the
very first time," said Betty ironically.
In this maiUler, was our glossary compiled.

• A trilogy of Time, Space and Motion. See discussion in P.lrt n.

CHAPTER X

CONSCIOUSNESS, THE ONLY REALITY

'·
~quarter

o! a century- ago Stephen, throu~h _the\
statwn Betty 1s now usmg, developed an ongmal1
y which many people, among them I, have felt!
rational - or at least more rational - the continua-\
of the individual after death.
Early in Betty's divulgence I realized, as did Darby,
her own work of the past twenty years, as recorded\
The Betty Book and Across the Unknown, and that~
Margaret Cameron as detailed in The Seven Purposes,•1
well as the philosophy of Stephen of Our Unseen
, were of the same piece as her present effort- per-,
haps a groundwork and preparation for her present effort. f
Indeed, it was Betty herself who later suggested that her
current thesis, while inclusive of the pragmatic and ethical teachings of The Seven Purposes, was so definitely a
metaphysical extension of the Stephen philosophy as to.
make a resume of his earlier thought imperative for
present reader's best understanding.
'
"It is felt here," said she, "by intelligences who, when
operating in the obstructed universe, had much to do
with stimulating public thinking, that this particular book
on which we are working should pretty much encompass_
the whole teaching. We must get from Darby and Joan1
permission to restate the substance of their publication,
and build this presentation on a combination of what·

f

theJ

• See Appendix n - Tbe Seven Purf)oser.
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Of course you know that they are entities in your
Joan received and what I received, as a foundation
f. 1..-~~.,,. ...,.rl universe. But the only thmg of which you are
what Joan and I are now doing together."
sure, what you know in any specific dot of
Therefore, at Betty's behest I epitomize briefly
space,
is l-Am. Everything else you know is in
phen's concept, which rested on the following:
:1 There is but one reality. It is all-inclusive, but in
relation to your l-Am.
"Consciousness," said Betty, hammering home Ste1
·.grees. Its highest expression on earth is consciousness,
,self-aware l-Am of man. Consciousness, in degrees, is
phen's basic concept, "is the only reality."
{one and only reality.
This is not a statement of subjective idealism. It is as
z.
from that as from materialism. For as Stephen phrased
"Your men of books and laboratories .•. all seek to
Next, the Stephen philosophy undertook a qualitative\
a fundamental in their favorite attribute of reality.
and quantitative analysis of consciousness - exactly as
idealist has made mind supreme ... the materialist
a chemist might undertake a qualitative and quantitative
lmade matter supreme. The truth is that both mind
analysis of elements and compounds - showing that here\
atter are ... attributes of one that is greater than ei
on earth evolution advances from a quantitative aspect
~
To that "greater than either" he gave the name of
·r
ghest expression - Consciousness.
only. In other words, so far as earth evolution can pe
noted and measured by science, a set pattern is followed;
Betty developed this thought for a visitor unskilled
metaphysics.
we get higher and higher developments of the earth species, but in any observable span of centuries no new
"What is your reality?" she asked. "What do
know, beyond question? Take this room. Are you
species occur, no new genera. One can breed better dogs,
these walls are green? Maybe your eyes trick you. Mayh... bigger or smaller dogs, curlier or smoother dogs; but althese walls are gray - just as one of your friends has
ways they are dogs. Yet science also knows that in the
ways insisted! Take the salt in the soup last night.
various ages of the earth's history new genera have apthere wasn't too much -nobody else thought sopeared. Man, for instance, the genus homo.
Where from? Monkeys? Or a common ancestor of man
your taste tricked you! Take all of your sense-nercentions•
and monkeys? That is one theory of evolution. But even
t- any of them can trick you! So what do you
to the most convinced Modernist - the believer in evolujone thing. You know that you are. That is your realitytion as opposed to the rapidly decreasing group of Funda~- consciousness. Consciousness is the one and only
mentalists who dispute evolution - the suggestion of an
ireality."
· "You know the people you love," the visitor ohiected•t ape ancestry just won't click. Somewhere along the line
there's a missing fact as well as a "missing link"! Howdoubtfully.
ever, back in 1916 Stephen had said:
"How do you know them? What do you know of

q:
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"Your. science knows but half .of evolution."
.
And in this "som~place," said S~ephen, c:xists all con-,
Grantmg the truth of evolution's quantitative devel- ••0usness no.t observable. at any gtven penod on earth,
loprnent here on earth,
about evolution's qunlitati'lJt :·pee no parucle of consciOusness can be lost.. .
!development- those penodi~al appearances in this world :~ He furt~er. as~erte? t_hat the f~ct tha~ quahtauve con-4
:?f new gene~ and ne~ speci~s, or even of new V:J.rieties. pousness ts hrnited m 1~ evoluuon to us o~ plane ac-)
;m those spec1es so radically different as to cause science,'; C:ounts for the fixed quahty of the e~~h species -.~an ast
~~nab!~ to account for thelf source, to call them "muta-, man, tree as tree, gold as gold, electnc~ty as ele~tnctty.
'tlons ?
·
But we must not forget that ConsciOusness IS the funPos~lating earth-lif.e as quantitative evolution, Stephen darne~tal - the o?e common reality, despite all maniproclatrned the other half of evolution" to be qualitative. festattons and attnbutes.
~Th~s he established for Consciousness_ the one and only
"The consc~ousness. of th~ weed is no diff~rent in kind
{r~aho/- two rJanes o;, better perhaps, twO modes; quan- from that wh.Ich manifes~ Itself as an electn~al CUrrent,l'
~ t~tatzve evo!utzon, ~r hf~ here as we know it, 'and qualita- !Dd the. conscio~sne~s marufested by t~e electn~al cu~ent
~;twe evolutzo"!, or hfe diere as he lmows it after what we IS no different m. km? fro~ that ~htch mamfests ~tself ?l..;,
tCall death. Hts plane, or mode, of consciousness he said is as what you call mamrnate, morgaruc matter. Consoousqualit~tively f~ee; qui~e a~ our earth plane, 0 ; mode, 'of ness is. I~ is the one and only ~~ality, alike always in kind.;,
consf.!!Ousness ts quantitatively free or, at most, subject .· though tts degrees are many, stated Stephen.
'
only t? .such limitations as result from the fixed quality . In fact, there are degrees within degrees. To illustrate:
of mdivtduals _and species:
Man is born into this quantitative world out of the
On the basts of ~volutton! then, and evolution's own ' man-degree of quality_, not the tree-degree, nor the dog-1'-~-~
need to acco'!ntfor Its mutatiOns, the Stephen philosophy degree, nor the electncal-energy-d~gree, ~or any of the •,r~.
asserts a qua~ltative plane or mode of existence as an inevl- other manifold degrees, b~t o'!t.of his ow~ numan-degre~. rt-J"" ,
table ~ecesstty for the development of these mutations.
Nevertheless, though the md1vidual man IS born man, ~s ·· ·~ ·:t'
Agam:
•
capacity as an individual varies g~eat~y from th~t of his ~-~ . ~ · .
1. Evoluuon was accepted by Stephen as a fact or
fell~ws. In the man-deg:ree of quahty 1tself there 1S a p~o-~ 1::: ~~ '
law:
cession of what we m1ght call sub-degrees, accounungl · '."')
2.IThe whole of consciousness the fundamental
for individual differences.
•
'
•
• .
So ~an, lil~e any i_ndi:vidualized ~it of consciousness,t
heality, is in ev?lutio?:
3· The earth mamfestattons of consCiousness are U1 comes mto tlus quantitative world wtth a fixed degree of:;
. evolution quantitativel:y only:
9uality. He is_bom man, and he ~an'~ c~a?ge that; ~ut he~
4·~ It follows th.at the qu~lztative aspect of conscious- · ts also born wtth a degree of quality .mdtVld~al to him~elf.~
J ness can be m evolution only on its own plane This, too, he can never change - h1s capactty for domg,f
! a someplace beyond eanh-life.
for understanding, for becoming. But he can fulfill thatl

w~at.
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ppacity; he can win for his individual consciousness
tion it ~Y b~ made ~ t~~g of many petals, of intricate
fdegree of quantitative development proportionate to
life. So 1t 1S wtth the mdtvtdual."
lquality.
Tony in the ditch can go to night school, and support
There is nothing complicated about this thought.
his crippled parents, and get to be quite a man; or he can
know it already. Nobody would contend for a rnomen~
&ta.Y in the ditch and arrive at old age pretty much the
that Tony in the ditch and Einstein in the laboratory
same Tony. Not quite. There is no one but accumulatesi
of the same degree of quality. So when a man is born,
some quantity. Both a Tony and an Einstein, each accord-i
is a man because he is born from the human quality
i:1g to his quality, can, and do, grow here on earth intelconsciousness; but he is born his kind of a man bee-----·•" Iecrually, morally and socially. Each builds what we call'.
he comes from his own particular sub-degree within
character. And we know that the extent of that buildingt
quality, bringing with him not only an unalterable
depends upon the personal initiative of each, on his in-}.
manness .but a fixed individual capacity. So what can
dividual free will.
t
tdo? Obviously, he can develop quantitatively. He
· For this quality-quantity thought concerning man is as
\fill his capacity, -or come as near filling it, or as far
old as the ages. Remember the "Parable of the Talents?"
.'filling it - as his free will chooses. In any event, he does
How to one man had been given five, and to another t:wo,
l'so by doing his job, undergoing experience, and assimi·
and to a third one? And how the five-talent man accumu1lating that experience. In other words, by living earth life.
lated another five, and the two-talent man another t:wo,
\The manner in which he lives it determines how high a
while the one-talent man - burying his in the ground }mark in his capacity he makes. And, incidentally, in
did not even try? And the Master commended the first
liuman being there is more capacity than his best effu.u~• two "servants" in the same words, equally, though the
are likely to fill. He won't spill over!
five-talent man had returned with ten talents and the t:wotalent man with but four. Only the one-talent man did
the Master rebuke, because he had not even tried. Each
of the first two had made the most of his individual capacity; each of them had fulfilled his own degree of quility
J·
quantitatively.
This, in distinction to quality of consciousness, St•..,,,.,,
called "accumulation of quantity of consciousness."
of course, is terminology; and, like all terminology, must
be broken in before it becomes an easy fit for the mind.
4Stephen broke \t in by the use of simple illustrations:
"Take a common field daisv,'' said he. "It will, in its
And now to this bare outline of Stephen's teaching\
earthly character, always be i daisy, though by cultiva·
must be added two more rna jor ideas, both stated byl
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will!

him hut left, apparently, for development by Betty
laws on the basis of so-called material la~, they
l-1,..:_,
many years later. The first:
the assurance of the existence of my plane out of the
' "Form is an attribute of consciousness ... all
of mystic.. belief into that of reasonable fact."
·~tions of consciousness have form ... in q11alitative
And there, for the time being, Stephen left Parallelism,
rion as well as quantitative evolution"- in the unobstruct:spite his having ~ailed it "the greatest really of ~ll
d as well as in the obstructed Jiniverse.
llimpses." Perhaps lt was left for Betty's more precJSef
1 This is a comfortable thought because here on tho ;jlevelopment.
&quantitative plane we are so used to form. All that we see 1 One more of Stephen's terms seems pertinent -plural-!
or perceive has form; all that we cannot see, but nonetheistic monism. It's a serviceable handle for thinking, thoughl
less have learned to measure or use, has form. We ouranother way of sayin~ "many in one" or, for that
selves have form; an electrical impulse has fo.rm. We can"e pluribus unum.' The United States, for exnot see qualitative (unobstructed universe) form - but
is one nation, manifested, however, in forty-eight So
neither can we see all quantitative (earth, obstructed uniThe oneness of consciousne~ is a fundamental of
verse) forms- air, for instance. However, Betty will tell 'the Stephen philosophy, but just as fundamental is his
us more about that.
insistence that consciousness, being in evolution, mani{.
The second proposition to be noted now is what Stefests itself in degrees and in individualizations within{
phen called Parallel Law.
those degrees. Thus it is on earth, and thus it is, sai~ ..f
• "There are two great glimpses," said Stephen. "EvoluStephen, throughout all of consciousness, qualitative 3!\""
~'tion is one of these. With this truth your world already is
well as quantitative. Her.ce pluralistic monism.
(\familiar. • . • In inorganic matter, evolution finds one ex"A reasonable peg, in the light of your own knowlpression; in the reproductive process of life, another; in
edge," said he, "on which to hang your faith" • -faith
the intellectual and moral phases of human endeavor, still
in immortality.
~another. . . . But always It is the same law, its varying
But between the immortality of his qualitative-plane
~,manifestations parallel each other. Now here where I am
in some afterlife and the mortality of our quantitative1 ,~ere are laws, just as natural as yours ... which parallel
plane in this life Stephen left a wall; a wall between two
~ ~"the laws, evolution included, of the earth-plane."
planes- one here, the other there.
"Do you mean," Darby asked (back in 1916), "that
Now, twenty-four years later, Betty, having died,
spiritual law is simply a more complex expression of ma"comes back" through the same station to proclaim that
terial law, and that the law of your plane is but a parallel
"there is only one universe." Her job, we were given t~
. of the natural or earth-plane law?"
understand that first evenin~ she spoke to me through)
f "Parallelism, so defined," Stephen replied, "is the secJoan, was to try to break a h;le in Stephen's wall.
~<
\J ond of the two great glimpses, the greatest really of all
• All quotations of Stephen are from Our Umeen Guest, published
!glimpses. If earth scientists will ..• interpret psychologiHarper & Brothers, February, 1910.

J
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CHAPTER XI

FOUNDATION STONES

'·

f"CoNsc~ousNEss," s~~d Betty, "is the starting point .for
ieverything." A familtar statement to us; yet of such unportance that she thought it worth returning to so often
that we began to make jokes about it.
! "Consciousness -" she began one evening.
; "- is the one and only reality," Darby and I supplied
in chorus.
"- as I have told you over -" she continued unper·
turbed.
"-and over, and over, and over, and over," we finished
for her.
Nevertheless she was not deterr~d from saying it again.
That is true in the cosmological aspect; in other words,
:iconsciousness is the everything. Beyond consciousness is
nothing. Back to consciousness all manifestation can be
*traced. On the acceptance of this concept will depend
(,the later development of Betty's argument.
It is also true as to us individually. We do not need
much reflection to see that this is so. Betty made that
clear in her little homily to our '".sitar unversed in phila.
fsophical enquiry. With us she established it as basic con;, cept Number One.
t Consciousness is the one and only reality.
2.

Then she beat ovea- again the ground she had covered
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introducing us to her own first new concept: that there
only one universe.
"All the new concepts that I have been assigned to
to you," she insisted, '·'must be based on the fact

there is only one universe."
As a premise to start from, we had to accept more or
less uncritically her initial assertions concerning the obstructed and unobstructed aspects of this universe. She!
said that we lived in the obstructed, she in the urtobstruct-l
..· ·phase. She pointed out that we are obstructed by mat-~
ter- "you bump," as she put it, up against a stone wall; iti
obstructs you and you have to climb over it or go around
it. You bump up against space -linear distance obstructsl
you and you have to employ some means to get from place
;::~to place. You bump up against time; you say, "I haven'd
time to do" thus or so, and you mean that the fixed duratioh of an hour or a day or a year is obstructing you. Yout
bump up against motion; some rate of speed, slow or fast~
is continually obstructing you. You bump up againstt , c
thought, people's ideas; every day they are hindering,! ,.,. ·'
limiting, obstructing you. We could cite examples in-!
definitely. There is no question but that we live and op·
erate in an obstructed universe.
"Even so," Betty said, "you have an actual, present
perception of my unobstructed universe. You will be~
amazed to find how much of my universe is in youri
present knowledge."
k
. This, of course, was really her basic thesis: that there~
Is an unobstructed universe, and that it interfuses with our~
own; that, furthermore, even our obstructed aspect is ob-~
structed only to us, and not to her. So really her majorl
arguments in proof belong with such extended discus·
sions as we shall encounter in her detailed analyses of
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~e! space, IJ?-Otion, matter, and so on. But from the be.
gmnm.g she d1d take time to point out to us that right ·
the midst of our obvious obstructions are many thin 1Q
we kno~ abou~ or take the word of specialized scien~
conce~rung, which to us as human beings are not ob.
structions.
"You know," said she, ."that all about you, all the time,
are :olors, sound~ energies - _even infinitesimal floatin ·
parncles of .orgaruc as well as morganic matter that yo~
never p~rceiVe; of which you go a~out your day wholly .
unconscious. W~en you stop to think, you acknowledge··
the fact of a radio wave - and you might have walked .
!hrough ~ne. But it did not. obstruct you. So for you it .
,~, Est wasn t there. If you ~ only think, you will find .
.,, · ~t already you know qwte a lot about an unobstructed
Imlverse. At least you know that there is a whole physical •
world, or field, of measurable and usable actuality which ·
causes you no inconveni~nce and of which you are not
normally
Even With you now there is an unobstructed um~ers; beyond your ordinary obstructed universe, and With It y~m deal every minute of your days."
l
And so. we drop m place her second foundation stone.
Th~e zs only one universe. One universe, of which
there ts an unobstructed as
as an obstructed phase.
; And~ a c<:rollary: unknowmg, we already, to some ex·
~ tent, mhabit the unobstructed aspect.
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You will remember that in the foregoing reyiew of
· . Unseen Guest Stephen was quoted as saym~ that
' olution and Parallel Law were the "two great ghmps· " and that par:Ulel Ia~, or parallelism, was "really the
test of all glimpses. Nevenheless, Stephen went noJ
her than to assen that all known eanh laws are par-'!V
eled on the invis~b~e plan~. Betty. approached her ownl
elopment of thiS Idea w1th caution. .
, . ·
, "My words are heavy: I have to we1gh th~m, ~aid
e. Then, after a pause, apparently for consideratioiJ,
e began:
.
•
"The law of parallels, which Stephen promulgated, JS
ore co?~rete th~n at that time i~ ~as pos?ible for either
e rece1vmg station or the co~~e1vmg ~tat10n :o embrace
. entally. You have ?o familiar attnb?te m. th: .ob-J !4~-.
cted universe, that ts not paralleled with a com~tding,l V
·,.~erating attribute and law in the unobstructed uruverse.t
);!fhat is important..Now let's chew on t~at."
.· ;:.·• We chewed on It, to some
ev1den:Iy, for son:e
~y~ later she. returned to the subJect - With much di"')nfmshed heavmess!
.
. ,
.
"
,,, "The deeper we get mto the thmg, Said sh~ the
,,'simpler it becomes, becau~e, as I told yo~, t;here IS onlyl ~
law: All Y?U need do_IS take
limited law and
, ,proJect 1t out mto an unlimited ope~non. What unde~''standing of limited law I brought With me has made tt
1lossible for me quickly to adjust myself and project myinto understanding of, and cooperation with, the un~ ...auted aspect of the same law. You must stress parallelReach out along the limited laws you best under3·
.-ratand, to meet me.
f. The next basic concept is what, for convenience at
"What vou call natural law is just a reflection, so to} J
1.first, Betty called parallel law.
of the onhic law governing my unobstructed uni-1

!
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verse. There is only one universe, one reality. The
one-universe is pluralistic, as consciousness, the
mental reality, is pluralistic. My aspect of the
unobstructed. Your aspect of the universe is
fJBut there is no condition or fact that we have
is not at least foreshadowed in your world.
"Now your laboratories are constantly di
ew manifestations, new laws. Every one of those
J
as a parallel here, and every one is useful to you
s. All the laws and manifestations discovered on
Ide are operating on our side. And on our side are
laws and manifestations you have not discovered
not sense. Years hence all this will be told a ·
terminology of our laws yet to be discovered
"But" - and here was the imponant point ~case of actual parallelism at all. It is actually an
j 1fu operation of the same law, that's all. If we are
~o use the word 'paral!el', we must make it clear
ljls not a case of two different laws. Of course
laws operating here that you have not discovered.
they are all discovered, it will indeed be one uni1
can't tell you about them, for there are no words
The reason Stephen used the word 'parallel' was
the entire universe is, as far as you are concerned,
into the obstructed, or your world, and - in your
at least - the unobstructed, or my world. For
have said that there is only one law that extends
the entire universe would have been incomprehensi
The thing I want to make perfectly clear to you is
aevery law in the universe, that you comprehend or
u do not comprehend, whether it operates
f-\. ~:~
thout
your apprehension, extends through the
"j
the universe. There is no law here that is not

~
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ly discoverable in your world, though of course there arc\
many not yet discovered."
The same law works in both aspects of the universe.

v

4The thing she wanted to get to us next was that con·
sciousness, individualizing itself, dividing into the countless entity manifestations that make up the entire uni-i
verse, operates in trilogy - in threes. In that no occult~
significance of numerology was intended. It was merely ,
another way of saying that the universe is three-diment/
sional; though ordinarily the term means to us only, _
length, breadth and thickness. Betty needed to extend the
field covered bv that term.
As often happened, she sprung the idea on us suddenly,
and then, little by little, here and there, in the course of
many sessions, gave it contour.
"First, I want to establish the word 'constant' as defining an ever-present and inclusive aspect," she began.
We immediately objected. "Constant," we reminded
her, has been given an inflexible mathematical meaning
by the physicists.
"It means fixed, unchanf·ng, invariable in intregal calculus and such," explaine Darby.
"I am not familiar with intregal calculus," replied Betty
rather scornfully. ''Neither is Joan. But there are those
here who tell me that you are right. What I am familiar
with is the everyday use of the word - the vernacular
use. When I said to anvbody, 'It rained constantly for
two <lays,' I meant that it rained without interruption fot

JO:l.
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two dar_s; and I was so understood. I have to use words
- Joans words. The noun 'constant' means to her what
the adjective means in her everyday speech- everpresent without being fixed. It could drizzle or pour for
two days, and yet constantly rain. Ever-present, but not
fixed. In no sense fixed."
She was emphatic about the meaning not being fixed.
So after much discussion we added "co-existent" to our
growing terminology.lt was a word, we found, that Betty
herself had used back in our fourth session. And the record reads, "Note the new terminology I am using." This
sentence was thrown into a long paragraph of dictation
as a parenthetical phrase. We had not noted it; a failure
that had caused us endless mental gyrations. But we had
ught it in time. Betty's "three-dimensional" universe
~~
far from fixed. It is most emphatically in evolution.
But it is co-existent with Consciousness.
.
"Now if you have that meaning in mind," she con&rlnued, "I will discuss with you the co-existent trilogies
1of your obstructed universe. You have, for instance, solids, liquids, gases: earth, air, water." She rattled off at
least a dozen more, merely to illustrate, as a sort of "comeon," but too rapidly for my "shorthand." "In the trilogy
of space you have reduced it to the prepositions - from,
t, to. Tune is yesterday, today, tomorrow. All through
our three-dimensional universe runs trilogy, scientific. ly, materially, psychologically, even mystically. There
are the three Graces, three Fates. It took the great psychic, Christ, to propound the thought: 'Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost; these three are one.' In any case, the trilogies
\of length, breadth and thickness and of yesterday, today
and tomorrow are ever-present co-existents of your obstructed universe."

~
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The obstrUcted universe- our physical U'Tliverse in trilogies.
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op-\

J·
The immediate application she desired to make of this
was:
The obstructed universe - our physical universe - OP.-1
in trilogies. But - so does the unobstructed uni1 J

So does consciousness itself.
And for this basic operation or accompaniment of conrsciousness in her unobstructed universe, Betty, out of thef
air, coined the term trilogia, to differentiate from}../
trilogies of our three-dimensional earth experience. t
"You have your trilogies in your everyday life. Better
the eternal verities of consciousness 'trilogia' instead
.
of 'trilogy,'" she ruled.
Soon she was putting new content even into our
everyday word "trilogy"; while her own new term "trilogia" became fraught with very special meaning. To
illustrate:
Consciousness as we know it in the obstructed universe\ V
operates through that trilogy which we accept as Time,
Space and Motion.
Consciousness as Betty knows it in the unobstructedt
universe operates through the trilogia which consists o~
the essences of Time, Space and Motion; these essences'·./
a:e Receptivity, Conductivity and Frequency, respec-i
tlvely.
From the nature of these essences, and from the interaction thereof, comes all of what we know - and do not
know - of the universe. To understand that process.
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however, we have to get a notion of what they are
orthos, and not of what they are as we ourselves
j hience them. Remember that orthos is "the operation
consciousness in its unobstructed aspects." In other
we must attempt to underst;tnd Betty's time, space
motion; and build from there.

CHAPTER XII

ORTHOS and the ESSENCES
To &pproximate comprehension of Betty's time, space
and motion - or our own, for that matter, if her divulgence be true - we must acquire some mental picmre or 1
acceptance of ortbos.
·
This is not easy. It was particularly hard for Darby s
and me, because both of us were still pretty well mired i
in Newtonian physics. Furthermore, despite Betty's, as,
well as Stephen's, repeated assertions concerning evolution as a fact rather than a theory, there remained in ourt
mental background an established something that was ab- ·
solute and therefore unchanging and unchangeable.
But as Betty led us further and further toward her unobstructed universe we realized that her statements from which we could not move her by a whole battery
of arguments - implied the opposite of what our world's \
intellectuals have been accepting as the most logical reasoning, from the pre-Christian days of Plato down to the .),:,
materialism of the exact mechanics of our own twentieth ;!'"· ',
century. We had been taught to think in terms of abso- .·J
lutes, real ones; and here was Betty knocking philoso- k
phy's favorite measuring stick out of our hands. Con-,/rtrt(
sciousness, the reality of the entire universe, is in evolu- >-'-'p
.
. m
. evo 1·utwn
. can not be an " absoIute. "And ,_ ,:.~'
'11 '
t10n;
w h at 1s
that, staunchly maintained Betty, was that. Dogmatic,<~~.,.-:~;
unshakeable, flat!
Not that she rejected a Supreme Degree of Conscious-~
ness. She merely pushed it back, out of the finite, into the;
infinite. Infinity we do not, cannot, understand, for t:he~
supreme degree is beyond our comprehension.
~
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CHAPTER XIII

TIME
I.

"Now I think we should begin to clarify the subject
began Betty. "There are three kinds of
f sidereal. or ~lock t~e; psychologi~al time; ~nd the~ a .
' ior orthic tune, which we are to discuss. Sidereal time IS
tfixture of your universe; it depends on movements
}planets, and is measured by calendars and clocks.
logical time is more flexible. It is your inner sense
IYou, for yourself, can more or less control your sense
f-sidereal time by your psychological time. If you are
py, and busy, an hour is short: if you are cold and
comfortable, an hour is long."
But, if we will, she went on to point out, we can
take any given hour and make it long or short. We
fill it with distraction, interest or amusement; or we can
just sit still and be bored. In that fashion we do control
! sidereal time by means of psychological time. But the
~ trol, we must admit, is fragmentary and partial.
"In our universe we can- partly- control psychological time," acknowledged Darby, "but that does not
actually change sidereal time.,
"No," agreed Betty. "What I said was that in the ob,structed universe the individual, by means of his psychological time, can control his sense of limited periods of
sidereal time."
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"He is controlling the kind of time in which he exists,"
Betty. "Your psychological time is really the time inl ,J~

you live."

(

This, on reflection, we had to concede is profoundly
Our lives are not, in retrospect, measured by years,
by the content of those years.

~Time,"

!"

''That's all right," Darby pursued his point, '~ut he
doesn't control sidereal movements, or the clock. He
merely givr.s content to time."

z.
We in our obstructed universe have sidereal time and
time. Sidereal time is our measuring stick
constant - mathematical constant, that is; and, as far
we are concerned, we may be said to control it _ - by psychological txme.
"Now," said Betty, "I have in my unobstructed uni-'
verse orthic time and psychological time. And I control(~
orthic time in a similar manner, by means of psychologi- ~
cal time. Only there is this difference: Your command 1;
of psychological time is only partial, as you will admit;!'
mine is more nearly complete. In other words, I am freed{
from sidereal time; and I am not dominated by psych<>j
logical time, but employ it in controlling the time of l
my own state of being.
"In your use and my use of psychological time there is
a parallel. That is what I mean when I say that our psy:J J
cliological time we take with us, and we use it to contro,
our orthic time.
"Orthic time is the reality. Sidereal time, which is a\
" reality to you, is only an attribute of matter: it is ani
obstruction.
"One thing more - psychological time, by which
the other two are modified, is the only variable for ine
~nsychological
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fjUst as it is for you. Both sidereal time and orthic time
t•constants,' in that they do serve as a basis of comparison
as well as of mathematical calculation. Both are in evolution; but their evolutional process no more disturbs
either your - or my - use of them as a norm than the
movement of the earth upon its axis round the sun disbs your physical equilibrium. In other words, sidereal

~

nme is 'constant' enough to serve your present individual
areness mechanism and the present evolutional status
,the obstructed universe- a nonn enough 'fixed' by
the ordered movements of the heavenly bodies to serve
. tyour mathematical purposes. In tile same way, c;>rthic time .
./ ~Is a fundamental co-eXIStent of my state of Bemg. These
facts - and especially the nature of onhic time - account
l\3. for certain discrepancies and deviations that your laborat~ tory workers find in their scientific research and which,
so far, they have not been able to explain."
There followed a quick interchange between Betty and
Darby.
"Please note that I am using the Word 'constant' in the
mathematical sense," he said. "In that sense sidereal time
may be said to be a constant. Is orthic time, fully encompassed, also a constant?"

I

BEITY: That is true for the Supreme, in infinity. And
sidereal time for you is an infinite constant - a conceptbut that's all. It works as far out in your time as ycu can
go, but-

DARBY: Yes, but our sidereal time is also a stabilizer for
our psychological time. What I want to know is whether
you - not the Supreme, but you - have a similar stab-

ilizer.
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1 IS

: .Drthic time is a stabilizer for us, of course. But
sidereal time is only a constant in the universal sense.
you can work it out that way; but you
oramaruy do so,
: Then your orthic time is a mathematical conin a corresponding universal, that is, impersonal,
Without such a constant, subjective experience on
side would be a madhouse.

Certainly! There would be no common de·The importance of this exchange seemed to lie in this:
as sidereal time is a universal constant at our option,
not by our habit, so orthic time is a mathematical\ .J
:Onstant to Betty at her option, and not necessarily by herl
In other words, in asserting the constant charactert
orthic time we must also realize·how ephemeral in our~
mode of thought is the constant of sidereal time.&
of importance is Betty's statement that we can apply
constant of sidereal time only as "far out as we can
Beyond our reach it becomes only a mathematical
concept, not to be verified by cases.

3·
Now the thing that enables us to manipulate our psytime, Betty insisted, is the fact that we havel j
an inner awareness of orthic, fundamental time, ' NY}
our state of being in the obstructed universe, though
do not recognize it as such.
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"Indeed," she asserted, "contrary to your
conception, onhic time is better understood by
your obstructed universe than any other of the
laws that control the entire universe. What I mean
Us, that this time in which I exist, is not only
:you, but can be conceived by you from your own
,rience - I was going to say frmges of experience. I
'-You that your psychological time is really the
\which you live. The time that is most ingrained,
!ever, is onhic time. That is the time we have here."
That was a pretty bold statement. We protested
we understood nothing whatever about onhic time,
cept its name, which as yet was meaningless to us.
replied that she did not expect us to understand it;
that she did want us to recognize the feel of it- of
just time, divorced of sidereal aspects.
"A child knows nothing of clocks. Nevertheless he
a sense of time. You are trained to sidereal time,"
.
she. "As a child is born into the world, it brings
t~~;-~ the acc~ptance of time - just time..Certain_ly it has
)..,"~.. conceptiOn of a longer or shorter penod of sidereal
·«\;:::!~< ? fWhile psychological time is still but one of· its potenu~
j ::iries as a human entity. This initial knowledge - in~·;"..,.
jf vou like - is of my time. Orthic time. Even an
deprived of controlled mental activity, has a
of orthic time. He knows he exists -in time. It is
~nstinctive, because it's a co-existent of Being. It is
ian ever-present time; without beginning and without
Of course it is a difficult concept to your modern
because the reality has been lost through your persojf_
experience; just as, before you, it had been lost throu .,.,
the racial experience which is your earth inheritance.
f "That is the price of civilization. Man has .. A.Mft .....u

J
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himself out of inherent wisdom- 'eaten of the tree of~
knowledge' - and now by the sweat of his intellectuaL
· brow he must search out the truth for himself again. And\
being, you remember, 'only a little lower than the angels,'
man will find the truth, since truth is here to find in
unobstructed universe; in onhos.
"But," she returned to her line of argument, "you havCJ J
another aid in your understanding of onhic time, and!
that is sleep. Things happen in sleep without time re-{
lation."
"I have no difficulty with eventless time," said Darby.
"I have the feel of that, but ... the time you suggest,"
continued he, "would have to be felt in one's inner core as
a time that is distinct from or above the feeling of duration!
The son that recognizesBeingasaconstant,notavariable."
"Yes," assented Betty, "it has no division, neither by
hours nor by memory of events. The cat, the dog, the
new-born child live in that time. This time - while we
are conscious of it, and you at least recognize it - is still
for you an X. A child is perfectly conscious of it, and he
must develop before he gets out of living in that time.
yet you ~ave always projected rou~ individuality overt
mto my tune. You are always domg It; everybody does.~
Recognizing, to use your terms, the constancy of BeingJ
That is the time your scientist would tell you has neitheq
past, present, nor future. It is a co-existent. Wheneverf
they tap that, it is there."
"Getting a notion of time's collapsible quality through
the instantaneous transmission of radio may be a glimpse
of how these people act in this third kind of time," suggested Darby.
"Let's get tog-ether." urged Bettv, "because this time
business is the common factor between us. It is the one

myJ
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place we can meet with understanding. You can be aware
of my time much better than you can have an aware/ ness of my kind of unobstructed space. Space, as you
lmow it, is a series of obstructions."
All she expected of us, at this stage of her argument,
\ was that we should have the feel of it. Later, she promised
we should know what it is all about.

\us,

CHAPTER XIV

SPACE

'·
next job proved quite an assignment. We were to
a feeling of space similar to what we had come, at
partially, to sense as a feeling of time. And after that
motion. Of their character, that is, in our obstructed
i1rerse and in Betty's unobstructed universe - sidereand orthically, in short. These three, the great trilo\
said Betty, were the basic concepts of her new divul
Once we possessed them - and that means posses
-she promised us plain sailing and fascinating land
of new adventure in this strange land of hers. But
must, we simply must, do the drudgery of building&
-, ...~e three concepts into our mental structure. So wei
a sigh and tackled space.
This was, as Betty had predicted, a much more difficult
·ect than the last.
. . _ ou can be aware of my ~e much better than your
~can have an awareness of my lnnd of unobstructed .sp~ce.i
· I have already conceded that space, as you know 1t, 1S
ries of obstructions," she said at the start.
"That's right," agreed Darby, "no obStructions; no
• opace. Science measures f..:-om one limit - one obstruction
- to another."
,, "Sidereal SPace is divided and obstructed as is siderea~
.~.·time. They are alil{e, What about your psychological
,,:Bpace? You must have it, ~ well as psychological time,"
lCOmmented Betty.

a\,/
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"I suppose," mused Darby, "that the difficulty in
. have not yet caught up with your sense of orthic
. ,
ring the feel of pure space lies in the fact that we have
.ume.
instinct for it as we have for time. We can easily feel
_ "On the round earth you deal with two dimensions
eventless time. We do not feel as easily, if at all,
only," objected Darby, irrelevantly, I thought. "I don't
space. Could you give me the same feeling of Placeie~
see how plane, or even solid, geometry will help.,
space as I have of eventless time?"
"Oh, I used the image of the globe only as an illustra"Well," Betty attempted, "the whole difficulty is
tion of a difficulty," returned Betty with a touch of imtwo things have happened. First: long before you
patience. "But remember this - you had the feeling of~
lbom it had been discovered that your material earth,
orthic space originally; only you were educated out of~
(Stead of stretching out flat to infinity, was round
it - even more so than in the case of orthic time. Still, h
Ltumed back on itself. So you have the knowledge, as
recognize your problem, so let's try time-space, and see
as sidereal space is concerned, that if you go far
if that will help. That is one of the new playthings of your
on the earth's surface, you will come back to the
mathematicians, isn't it? It is a makeshift, but at least it
you started fror.1. On the other hand, you can never
expresses their dissatisfaction with their present working
tum to any of your starting points in sidereal time.
hypothesis and a groping after a new."
f ''The other difficulty is that your sidereal space is
'only measured obstructively, but it is measured
harly. You cannot sit down inactive, and without
:z.
of some kind - eit;her by your feet,. or the ~eet of a norse,l'<
or an auto or a sh1p - have a defimte spot m space come i
Now I felt we were getting somewhere. Hooking time
to you. In your universe, for that spot in space and
and space together made a new springboard. All three
to come in contact, you have to have a motion. On
time, space and motion - are hooked together, Betty!
other hand, with sidereal time you need do nothing about• somewhere reminded us; they are the trilogical co-l-/
it at all. Ten o'clock will arrive for you, whether you
existents of consciousness. In our experience they arel
a finger or not. Your office will not arrive for you,
more or less set apart from each other, and for analysis
your body, in some kind of motion, covers the miles.
and understanding must be completely separated. But
"Now those are the two handicaps you have to
now she recalled to us what she had said some evenings
come in comprehending orthic space. So it seems to
before about the malleability of time and space, eve~
that the best way for you to try to get it in your mind
with us. And of what Stephen has told us. He had popped
to look out and up into the universe where you have, as
in for a moment when Betty was floundering a little.
as your personal experience is concerned, no muscular
''What Mrs. White wants you to understand," he had
structions and no limitation. The trouble is that you
said, "is that recent discoveries have made it possible for
,j lheen educated out of yom sense of orthic space,
you to have a better understanding of our time ratio than
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any other of our shared characteristics," and oromnrl~
withdrew.
"To what discoveries was Stephen referring?" I
Betty.
"He meant the radio and the various new light
as affecting the ratio of time and your geographic
she answered. "You have, because of them, a new
between your time and your space.''
"In other words," I contributed, "the same amount
time does not measure the same amount of space.''
"That's it!" she cried enthusiastically. "So many
between New York and San Francisco instead of so
miles! You listen to a baseball game over the radio. It is a
fact that you hear the crack of the bat on the ball before
the people in the grandstand do; you are 3,ooo miles
~taway, and the people are within sight of it. Just as you
,;have always been able to see the puff of smoke before you
~heard the gun fire. This suggests that your preconceived
[:ratio of rime and space, even in your own field, is variable,
.
£malleable, and is in the process of reestablislunent.
"You know that we here, to use your terminology,
travel far - call it spatially; yet you call me, and I can
timmediately come. The wave - conductivity - that is
);used by you now to transmit vibrations resulting in sound
tat t~e rece~ving end of. a radio, is~ paz:t of our na?Jral
{habitat. With your radio you are xsolatmg, for a Single
use only, a medium in which we dwell. This is your next
'glimpse' of the relativity of time and space, something
you yourselves are using. Now, since man has developed
a mechanical thing through which, by turning a couple
of knobs, he can make a new ratio actual, it ought not to
be too difficult to conceive a different ratio of time and
space for us."
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must be able to slow down and to expand or
to control that ratio in order to make it usable,"
e can control time and space relative to our indi-11
needs, precisely as you do," Betty agreed to this.
has himself developed a control. You can speed up:
slow down, not to the same degree as ourselves, but.;.
more than you were able to do even two decades
You are beginning to control the ratio of time an~~
- sidereal time and geographical space. Your spatiaij
liOncention of yesterday is not your spatial conception
you "ee that, even with you, there is a variabiliryf
malle.ability of spa~e. N~vertheless the geograFhicaiJ
IS the same.. It IS vanable. and malleable only be-f
your new nme-space ratio.
"Now we have here a parallel. These parallels are so
fimportant. Our orthic time and orthic space are in relata each other, as are your sidereal time and geospace. You are able to control to a higher and
the time consumed to cover your space. Wet
our psychological time more fully than you. By~
use of our psychological time we control our orthic ;:.1·
It is simple here; but they tell me it's important for ·
!!Clentists. for it will change the whole idea on your .
"One of the first things you told us," said Darby, "was
our best approach to an understanding of orthic time
our sense of psychological time, which proves to be
I feel that for us to get the feel of orthic space we
have to explore psychological space even as we did
fpsychological time. So why not broaden our conception
psychological space?"
•well," assented Betty, "we'll take the stretch of road

v
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from the foot of that hill to the postoffice. Now try to
associate any idea of time from this. We take your
We drive up. We are there, and of course you
covered the ground to get there. But what is your
lection of it? It may be a complete blank.
"But wait until it snows, and you slip, and you
back on the hill, and you start again. Now what will
your recollection of the same sidereal distance out time?"
"Or," I suggested by way of supplement,
yourself in a brown study during the JOUrney. ;:,uoaeruvl
you find you are there. You have no sense of either
or time in getting there."
"Yes," Betty accepted this.

S·
We agreed that we had at least a working glimpse of
psychological space.
"I have such a big job. I have to make you understand
this afternoon," Betty sounded a trifle helpless, "the
tuality of space, plus its indivisibility, as respects the
tstructed and the unobstructed. In other words, mmr Cn'li"P..
land my space are the same. Their point of ir
j;s in orthos, of which you are somewhat conscious. In
obstructed universe the line of demarcation varies
and forth.',
She cast about for some moments for a starting point.
''When you look at the stars you ~now that they
and they are so far awav that there IS actual space you
cannot possibly travel, which only light can travel."
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"That isn't orthic space - unobstructed space," one of
us objected.
The thought attempted seemed to be that we could not
get at such space to handle it mechanically, as we handle
the space within our reach.
"Of course it is obstructed, in a way,'' she admitted.
~
"But to your comprehension it just looks like out."
Darby had an idea.
"Does orthic time, perhaps, debunk space completely?
Is it possible that space might be a phenomenon only oH
sidereal time: and to an extent, of course, of psycholog-£
ical time? In the upper reaches of ourselves we do
find a sense of orthic time; but we find no corresponding
sense of orthic space. That suggests that there is no orthic
space." .
It was a grand idea, and if it could have been adopted
into our philosophy it would certainly have simplified
the universe. At the moment both Darby and I took it as
adopted, for Betty merely remarked: "I have told you •
that space is a series of obstructions. Now our space is \
your space. You have manifestations that are obstruc- :\
tions to you. Those same obstructions, to you, are not ob- ~ J
structions to us. There is only one universe." This was~
one of those delphic statements that can be taken either
way, and closed that session.
"I ask you to use your own minds to aid me in clari'fying," began Betty, next session. "I want you both to?
attempt to conceive a limit to space. Or could you con-~
ceive time and space as being the same thing?"
"Pretty difficult. The rate of motion is one thing, and t
that equals time: the direction of motion is something ~
else, and that equals space." Darby and I both thought~
up to now she was talking of our space. In our conception,
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at that moment, th~t was all the space there was! Darby
had debunked orthic space. Nevertheless there must be
a parallel.
'.
"We agree that obstructions make our space in our oh~.
structed universe. \Nhat analogous to obstructions makes
your space in your unobstructed universe?" I voiced this.
"I don't want ~o disturb your sense o~ the r:~lity of my
unobstructed umverse," Betty was hes1~ant. \Veil, let's ·
redu:e ~he p~oblem to the walls of th1s. room. S~ppose ·
that ms1de th1s room were. all the space m the umverse,
and we're all here. All this space is created for you by
obstructions - that is, the chairs, the desk, the lounge and ·
so on all make distance poin~ o.f s? many feet apart.
.
"~ow t~e c~ntour -: the hmttatt?n - the boundary - '
of this arbitrarily restncted space IS as real to me as to
you. I am being and thinking in it. Yet inside this space ,
.
'
these things are to me no o.bstr:'ction.
'_'Suppose you took. the mfimty of the umverse. The
umverse as such contams all the stars, nebulae and so on. 1:·
You cal.l that ~h7 universe. Your limited c:onception and
percep.twn of u. IS all made l~p of ~bst;ncuons. But there ;
lS <?rth~c ~P~,ce, JUSt as there IS orthic orne, and we are all '
Bemg m 1t.
.
"H1~!d on!" I cried. "I thought Darby abolished orthic
sr:;e.
.
. .
.
. .'\:"our dt~culty IS .this: desp1t~ t~1~ fact that you haye
d1~1S1ons of sidereal time~ those divi~IOn.s are not 111~tenal
things. So you have retamed a quahtatlve conceptiOn of
Jorthic. time. Now :your earth experienc~ with spac~ is
~ matenally ~hs:ructive. Your ~wn phystcal hab1tat1?n,
!your body, IS Itself an obstruction; and that obstrucoon
~is in turn hampered aJ?d obstructed by those form art?~
lbutes of lower consciOusness that make your matenal
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r. Because you bump into that, Y?U cannot ~n4
·ve of my space as easily as you conce1ve <?f my wn.e.~
cannot have either time or space or monon alone lD[
o::r obstructed universe. But by the same token Y?u can-t
t 1'nterchange one for the other. Each stands on Its own
eet with you, and so do they with me." .
.
., Darby threw up both hands; another bnght 1dea gone
' on !
.
,
. "V~ry well, let's restore on;h1c SJ?ace, he conceded
'gnedly. "We live in a spaoal uruverse based on obction. she in an unobstructed universe where space
not reiative!"
"Darby," she consoled him, "the thing you were ~ropfor and misstated was that you know m~t~er IS the~
~
attribute of consciousness and as such 1t IS an ob-~
0 ction
with you. We have defined your spac~ as ;
ies of obstructions. But these are only fo~ attnbut:S· ,
ley are not obstructions to me. Space eXISts for me
ence."
"And are there no boundary lines?" asked Darby.
~
"Points only."
.
'
;:
"Do they serve the same spaoal purpose as our obstroc-~
tions do - as markers?"
/ :•of course they do. But I ha-:e told you that in myt,
:~uruverse we do not have obs~CtlOn. yve do have space.~; ../
~.Space with us is no more sta?c th~n Wl.th y~m. It exran~d
'iiand contracts, according to 1ts raoo w1th tlme. Lets disi
'~,cuss."
~- Darby was doubtful. .
. .
~ "To hook up space With obst~cuon m such .a w_ay as
:ito contrast it with your space Without ob~rucuon IS not
,faccurate, because you must .ha~~ the t~ng that causes
il!,Us to think we have obstrucoon, he objected.

m\ /
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l "Correct," approved Betty. "The degree of
~~wareness of my orthic time is the measure of your
.ilividual awareness of the unobstructed universe, or
lthe actual indivisibility of the universe as a whole.
as you conceive it, is the antithesis of space as an
fity. My space is the actuality; your space is only a
keption. Living not only in the unobstructed universe,
but in the obstructed universe as well, since they are
tone and the same of a whole, I manipulate what you call
space - and I call conductivity - by means of what you
.call time- and I call receptivity. Nevertheless, our space
Js an existent of Being. It is no less a fact than your space."

4We agreed that our gallant philosophical attempt to
abolish space, per se, in the unobstructed universe had
failed. Betty had space; and as she dwelt in the unobstructed universe - in orthos - it must be orthic
fspace. But what was it? We had no feel of it. That,
;said Betty, was exactly what we must try for, rather than
; complete understanding - the feel of it. As with orthic
~time. She back-tracked to a previous discussion, when
she had pointed out that we had "contracted the space"
between New York and San Francisco from nearly a year
by ox cart to less than a twenty-four-hour day by plane.
And I had contributed:
"Continue this contraction to a logical conclusion. It
has been brought about by the removal of obstructions.
Contract it, bv the same process, beyond all obstruction,
and you would have your placeless space."
"Try this," she suggested. "You put in a telephone call
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San Francisco. You hear the voice. Where is the space
!between New York and Pittsburgh, and Cleveland, and
!Chicago, and Denver? It is not there."
the nearer to complete instantaneity of time
get, as with radio, the nearer you come to instan1taneity of space?" I asked.
"In other words," Darby caught up the thought, "if
y:ou postulate two separated places in any given field, as
the broadcasting and receiving apparatus of radio transmission, then in tbat particular field- radio transmissionthe two places instantaneously become one place."
.

"Or any other field, with a high enough degree of fre.f
quency. It's the extension of that field in frequency that

is going to establish the existence of the universe as one,"~
cried Betty, jubilant.
As a conceiving station Darby was going strong, as his
next contribution proved.
"Take the psychic condition," he suggested. "Observe1
Joan- the feeling of obstructed space seems lost with htr.~
How about that, Stewart? Did Betty seem to experience
that when she was working here?"
"No sense of space. 'I'm just there,' she often said that,"
1 replied.
"In your subconsciousness there is no awareness of
sidereal space," Betty now helped further. "Take even~
your own thoughts. You can picture in your mind's eye\
any familiar place, or even an imaginary place, without~
any relation to sidereal space at all."
"
"Any different feeling of space in flight? Of leaving
sidereal space?" asked Darby.
"Definitely," agreed Betty. "You leave the obstruction
of the earth. Of course there are atmospheric obstrucj
tions, which on earth you knew nothing about. But grant
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ing that, and assuming a smooth easy flight, you have
definite sense of having eliminated obstructed space. y,
~~~ve a sense of being yourself a part of space. If you
~gh enough, and don't look down, and don't observe tlie
structions - which are divisions of your habitual space,
you get the sense of the identity of yourself with
ace, just as you have admitted a sense of your identity
th time."
.
"I believe I can carry that illustration a little farther,"
I interposed. "As you have said, our space is made by obstructions. The more obstructions we manage to remove,
he nearer we come to a sense of orthic space, since, by
efinition, orthos is a condition of no obstruction. Now
let's make your flight a night flight between Salt
Lake City and San Francisco. We are enclosed in a dark
cabin. The only space we know anything about is the
little space in that cabin. We and that space are near
enougli the same for the argument. There are practically
no obstructions, as far as we can sense. We assume a
smooth flight. Indeed, the only obstruction of which our
senses cczn be aware is the slight sound of the propeller
against the air. So - as far as we are concerned - we are
all the space there is. Nevertheless we start at Salt Lake
City, and find ourselves in San Francisco. We have passed
a lot of sidereal space. But without sensing it The only
space we have sensed is the space in the little cabin, but
that is practically identical with ourselves. How is that
for a feeling of something like orthic space?"
For once I had made good. Betty acclaimed this enthusiastically.
"I asked you to use your minds," she cried. ''Now
here's one other illustration of stripping down space.
Take the last message of Edward Vlll, when he abdicated.

g
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voice was heard more widely than any other in all
_• As he spoke in London, people m every parof your world heard his voice, simultaneously. There
no sidereal space."
e did not have to understand it fully, as yet: that
be attempted in later discussion. It is sufficient for
if we get the feel of it, she reminded.

THE UNOBSTRUCTED UNIVERSE
CHAPTER XXlli

BETIY'S WORLD: ITS FLUIDilY
I.

together as stations,
method. Betty went exploring, in her own person; Joan stepped aside from
self to permit the Invisibles to say what they had to say.
Betty often - when both were in trance - tried to ·
duce Joan to join her, but Joan had always refused.
few tentative excursions did not please her: and the
terchange of persuasion and objection was sometimes:
very funny.
In rough outline, Joan adhered to her old method
But with, apparently, a difference. Heretofore she
been "taken away" merely. Now she was "taken away,"
as usual; but was also herself under instruction.
"Joan," Betty confided to us, "has for the past
weeks been gomg to the same school I have been
to."
"I've been here lots of times, but it's only since Betty
came to stay that I've been able to be part of the pattern,"
was Joan's first comment. "I have to learn to do
Bett}r did. If I can do it, with her to explain, I can tell
you how it's done.
"This wandering around over here with Betty is so
confusing," she complained, "because it isn't
ent. Now, if it·were only a kind of down-under-the-water
place! But it's no different."
"Well, who said it was?" retorted Betty.
• See Appendix of The Betty Book.

WHEN Betty and Joan worked
in I 92 2, • each used her own
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_ou know, I've been here beforef' Joan repeated.
so fa11tiliar. I didn't know what the difference was.
finding out. - The only difference is the degree of\
........nr•r. I just have more power over here than I havel
you.
are a lot of funny things. - I'm watching pe<>j
I'm not like them yet because I have to go back.
only stand on the sidelines and observe."
displayed an almost inordinate pride over this
success of Joan's. The experience was not often reor at least not often reported back to us; and was
intended more to clear our understanding than
••nnvPv anything recordable.
is here with u~," Anne suddenly interrupted
discourse one day. ''Would you like her to tell
she sees?"
much!" w<. responded heartily.
always wanted to travel; and now I can travel,"
Joan. "I can go.anyWhere I want to go. There are
;rructions.
is h2rd to make you understand the difference.
difference I can see is freedom, liberty and realityl
things we fight for on earth.
of the things that interests me most"is the beauci-~
bodies the people here inhabit. My body i,.s tied: I
to go back, I cannot stay. But if·anyone likes light
color- the bodies of these people shine with.light
color. I recognize them by their light and color, be-~
the intensity of their color and of their lil!ht shows
frequency. You can almost tell their de~rees that
. Certainly you feel the radiance of their individual
They are very beautiful.
·
like to tell you how I see Betty; how she is with
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fme here. She looks just as she looked in her garden,
\cept that she shines, and there is a soft rosy glow
jher, and it is warm and sweet, and very, very comfortinfi
ho feel. It is friendly and kind, and there is great stre"~
in it. Her color is a beautiful new color I have never
anywhere else. I cannot describe it, for it is out
tthe color-frequen~ies we have words for. But it is
)UP of gold, and nch deep rose, and a sort of hP!!vPn""
ihlue, and it pulsates around her.
l "That old saying, 'the music of the spheres,~ is
, too; and it's the voices of the people around me;
illetty's voice is a dear, singing, laughing voice.
one here who knows her adores her; and she is accumu.f'!
Iating to herself a great deal of power and
and strength because of the work she is domg.
''Why!" cried Joan, "it seems that we, you, all of
who have close ties here, can do a great deal to help
just as they help us! Betty says I help her, and you
her, oh, so much! She says you are doing the earth
(of her work.
"This place where I am doesn't look any
It's just here. The only difference is that nothing
structs. There seems to he a fluidity to endeavor,
space, to time, to everything. It flows, some way.
onlv difference is that it is unobstructed."
l ''But," she added, "it strikes me as a place where
Ihaven't any solids!"

l
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verse. For purposes of evolution this universe has beenJ
divided into quantitative and qualitative aspects.•
"First let me get into your minds firmly the idea that
your world is my world, and your matter is my matter.
Now, just as in maturity you handle an automobile differently than does a hoy learning to drive, so do we here
differ from you in our handling of the same fundamentals handled by you. I am going to have to eliminate details
because I am afraid of confusing you, but I am going to
try to tell you as nearly as I can what my world is like.
"In the first place, when you come here, one of th:f
things that astounds you most, as Joan said, is the lack of1
difference. Over and over Stephen told Darby that onei
of his first jobs here was to meet boys who died suddenly in the war, without the little interim between the two
consciousnesses, and explain to them what had happened
and where they were."
Of course Betty had already told us, incidentally, a
good deal concerning her state of being. The reader has
had some of it in Part I of this hook. And a great deal
more carne to us at the very first, in unrecorded conversation, when Betty was giving assurance of her actuality. So I then wrote out a little epitome, addressed to
her, of what, up to date, we thought we had been told,
and the conclusions we had drawn from it. Here is the

3·
2.

''You want to know how I operate in my consci
ness, which is just beyond yours," Betty took up
story. "\Ve have postulated that there is only one

,

"In your body you have, through its perceptions the
same relationships with your world as we have with ours.
"But your body is not multicellular, not composed

ofl

• See Chapter X, ConsciQusness, The Only Reality.
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\numerous entities; it is integral, and expresses only
~individual entity.
1 "You are able to see and touch our world. You experilence the same reactions, subjectively, as you would
I through your physical senses. However, you add something to what you have perceived in the flesh; you 'sec
1also beyond it.'
) "You understand us when we speak _aloud to you. t
igather that an unspoken message conscwusly addressed
1to you is likewise heard. I understand that you do not
jread thoughts not addressed you; but also you could do
!so if necessary or desirable.
"The 'density' so much talked about as being between
your world and our world is a density affecting our receiving function. Its penetration by you is a job. But
the idea that it is dulling to you, that it hampers you as
a drug might, is incorrect."

!

4The basic difference between her world and ours was,
apparently, one of obstruction. What, exactly, did she
mean by that? And what were the implications?
"Just what I said," was Betty's attitude. "Matter is an
obstruction to you; it is not to me."
"Well now," said Darby, "the desk there is no obstruction to you. I suppose you can walk through the desk.
You must then be of matter so attenuated that you leave
on the desk's substance no trace. I was wonderin~ -"
"You can send an electric shock through the desk, or
•.""an X-ray, and leave no mark," Betty interrupted.
~~) 1 "The consciousness of matter is a very low degree,
~>· and it is at the command of the consciousness of man,"
y:J<:)
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Anne. "It is even more at our command in the un--ructed universe. However, there are limitations here.
ou must not forget that we enjoy your earth
There is truth in the statement that God walked in
in the cool of the evening. We love your
and its beauties and grandeurs. It is very pleasing!
us, and we see more of it than you, and so we love it
much more. It is a wonderful place, even in its obaspects; and unobstructed, it is heaven to us who
our quantity there."
you actually see the desk, just as we see it who
here in this room, in our physical bodies?" we nagged

gar-\

me talk to myself," she requested. Mter a moshe began to talk in a low voice, with pauses beeach sentence, as though she were actually doing
and checking on them as she went along.
come into this room. I am living in the entire uniHowever, I see the desk. If Joan went to the desk.
would be an obstruction to her. To me it is not. Of
I can't live in those limitations. I cannot refocus
frequency to recover the old desk. But I could use
desk in my way."
1
'Explain a bit," urged Darby. 'CWhat is 'your way'
a mundane desk?"
"Well," Betty tried to explain, "the form attn'bute of
desk is what is real to me. Now, the form atttibute
the desk, naturally, to you has a certain use. I could
all those things, if I wanted to."
"Then," quened Darby, "your use for the desk correto our use for the desk, as your beta• corresponds
the beta of the desk. The desk is an alpha in relation
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to my alpha body, just as it's a beta in relation to
beta body?"
"Our 'intent' is exactly the same, as relates to the
but our 'event' of use is different," said Betty. "The
tent is the making and storing of records. We make
store records. And even with you there are various
tents for desks. Stewt has a desk for writing one kind
creative work; Darby has a desk for another kind
creative work."
j We abandoned the desk as our illustration. Long
. ~ !Betty had warned us against what she called "educauul!'
t'" 1ourselves beyond understanding"; which is a good
ito describe a very common human fault. And
~had warned us that we must expect no clear and de~-:,_J
taccount of her world. Indeed, that warning had
,given us many times by our Invisibles when Betty
working on this side.
Focusing down to exact description was what
called "getting- Oliver Lodgish," in .:eference to the
ments about brick houses, cigars, and such things in
mond.• Too literal a translation of a parallel, said
"Sir Oliver is a very great and comprehendir
cist.'t said she. "He understood in part what Raymnnd
was trying to tell him, but he did not get it clear."
The best we could hope to do would be to get
principles of her life rather than the concrete details.
I tried a new tack.
"You sav that your bodv is 'just as I used to know it,'
said I. "That, also, is difficult to understand. What
sible use could you have for such a body?"
"I am as I used to be- you'd know me$ you

I

• Raymond or Life 1t11d Death, by Sir Oliver Lodge; George

Doran Co., 1916.
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know me -" Betty's voice was doubtful. "I don't bel can make you understand. It's that law of paralagain. 1\1y body functions for me - according tol
needs-"
.
our development is qualitative," suggested Darby.
't you new functions and faculties for that devel-

,

Betty approved the question, but felt we were getting
Lodgish again. So we veered off from that.
"Now," Betty returned to the original subject, "I said
your matter is no obstruction to me. Neither is my
·, to ·me. But, neither is my matter to you. Now
on that."
Darby had a horrible thought.
"Good Lord!" he cried. "When we run against each
I don't know who rambles through whom!"
Betty laughed.
"The fact is, we don't ramble through each other,~'
she. "Entities, primary entities, are indivisible. Yout
the 'temple ofthe body' that you- the You, th
the Being - inhabit for a period of sidereal tim
divisible; for 1t is made up of innumerable low degre
ies of consciousness.
"I am not telling you anything you do not know. Our •
indivisible entities could not go throt1gh each
am calling all this to your attention for the betapprehension of the indivisibility of your conscious
and my conscious entity."

I

J.
The only difference, she reminded us, is the difference}
frequency. Recall her homely illustration of the fly-
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wheel moving so fast - moving with a frequen,..raised that its spokes are invisible, so that we see
through them. "That is the only reason you cannot
me," she had said. "And there is a corollary difference
the mechanism of awareness.
"You remember what I said about the 'density'
people suppose we have to penetrate in order to
you. There is a question in Joan's mind about that.
I used to visit here" - she was referring to her penetra..-1
tion of the higher consciousness when she was still
earth - "when I used to visit here, you will
jthat I used the word 'density' to describe a condition.
difficulty of understanding, a degree of
Now, that is what density is. It is not an obstruction
the sense that your matter is an obstruction, but it is
ower frequency than we here operate in, and it is a
clition of the obstructed universe that sometimes
lit difficult for us to communicate with you. But it is not
"fmatter, per se. It's a lower frequency. We have to
it up to get through it to communicate with you."
"Then it is not a thing that hampers you in
about in our surroundings?" I asked.
"No. It is psychological, as it were. It's not matter.
has to do more - a S6rt of border line between your
subconscious and our actuality. If you will go back in
our old records you will see, with this new understanding of frequency, what the InvisibJes meant years ago
when they talked to us about 'density.'"

!

CHAPTER XXIV

BETTY'S WORLD: ITS SOLIDITY
"said I, apropos of Joan's statement as reported in
previous chapter, that to her the unobstructed uni-t
looked like a place where there weren't any solids,,
a good point. You said you wanted to bring - and
bring, said you - a picture showing the oneness
two universes; and that they are parallel; and all
Well, I'll state flatly that our universe is to us .
I've bwnped my head on it. And that solidity is j:,.,_
to the fact that things are an obstruction to me. But
live in an unobstructed universe. What do you do?
float?"
Betty would have none of that floating business.
I think she was a little indignant about it. The
~~auon that she was in any respect a "disembodied
a "shade," or a harp-playing angel, always
her. "But I tell you, we're human!" she would
is your idea of where I am now, anyway?" she
"'ucnged a visitor, on one of the rare occasions when
added to our number.
-" stammered the visitor, "I just think of you
suspended, somehow, in space."
am right here," she was most emphatic. "There
one universe. There is no other 'heaven.' It is only
you can't see me. Your eyes are not attuned to the
your ears to the sound. I am in an unohstructedf
of the one and only universe, that all. It is onlyJ
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that my l-Am is separated from the obstruction that
my body. My world is your world plus."
"Your world vibrates at a higher frequency
mine?" asked the visitor.
"Yes, it does," admitted Betty. "Just think that
only that you can't see me; can't hear me, unless the
ent of someone like Joan lets me express myself
it."
1 "I have thought of you as a higher octave. Are
talways near us?''
: "Where else would I be?" Betty was almost
:tient. "Space is not wh:lt you think it is. It is only
lidea. Space is conductivity. You know from science
there are a lot of things in this room you can't see.
!ordinary camera would see some of them. My aW""-"
mechanism is higher tuned than yours. That is
1my being in the unobstructed universe."
And that's what we wanted to know about. "The
struction of this chair," Darby pointed out, "is
keeps me from falling into the cellar."
"It's so simple," replied Betty, "but sometimes
simplest things are the hardest to explain. Of course
a matter of frequency; that is, the relationship frequencies - the frequency of what you call
a solid, and our own individual frequencies. Your
;tionship in frequency to the frequency of your
1is what makes it a solid to you.- I think I'll have
, a clearer explanation for you.
r "Here is this world as you know it. You walk on
jearth: it supports you. I walk on your earth, and
\do not need it to supJ?Ort me. Your earth is there
it is a nexus of certam frequencies. It exists for
fus. You cannot walk on your water. I can. But
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because the relationship of my frequency to the fre-1
quency that is water is different from yours. J\l y universe
and my degree of consciousness is yours, only the aspect(
is different."
•
Apparently, then, solidity per se is a ratio between':k
frequencies. As far as we are concerned, according to~,
Betty, the denser the solid, the lower the frequency. Andt
it is the ratio our own frequency bears to the frequency
of the matter with which we are in contact that determines its character as a solid; or not, as the case may
be. There are a lot of things in our own material world
that are perfectly real, but are not solids to us.
"Suppose you are on a mountain," said she. "You see
the clouds below you. They are objective. They have
form, color, substance, and they screen from your sight
everything below you. Yet you are aware that there is
a world of action below che clouds. To the bodily you,
and to your actual knowledge, those clouds are no obstruction. They are an obstruction to only one of your
five senses - vision. You can eliminate that by projecting your body through the seeming obstruction by the
act of walking down the mountain path.
"Or take a rock. You can see a_ rock, but vou can't
penetrate it. What can penetrate it? Solids can't; fluids
can't; certain gases can't. But certain frequencies can.
They can go through and be reg_istered on the other
side, without disturbing the rock's form attribute, in your
consciousness. Like electricity or X-ray, or some similar
force. Light cannot penetrate it. And yet your scientists
and mathematicians use light as their yardstick of motion - frequency."
But, said Betty, she does not use li~ht as her yardstick.
"Light," she defined, "is merely a aegree-manifestation\

I
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in space. You know that both quality of consci
and quantity of consciousness are in degrees; and
know that they have degree manifestations. Light is
of them. Now we take consciousness as in man as
yardstick, and that is a higher frequency. And I, in
!my present state, in orthos, as the highest frequency, can

'~go through the rock. I am unobstructed by your matter."·
All of which was interesting, but it did not meet our
question as to her kind of solidity - if any.
"Now, if my frequency is great enough for matter to
be nonobstructable," Betty sailed serenely on,
does it not follow that this same frequency is great
enough to be unneedful of support? I can walk on your ·
matter, but the aspect of that matter is changed to me
because I see it and deal with it in its essence, in orthos.
1 "Now I have told you that the individual in the ob~ !structed universe has an alpha and a beta body. You can
~ ~·ouch and feel your alpha body. It has a form attribute,
, has all consciousness. The beta has a form attribute.
;; his beta is so closely allied to the alpha in the obstructed
~universe that it would be recognizable to you, could you
tsee it, and it is merely the extension into your obstructed
~verse of that degree of frequency that is the indi·
avidual. I have begged you not to try to push this so far
beyond human understanding as to make all of your
hypotheses ridiculous. All the facts that you know in
the obstructed universe are in the unobstructed universe.
There is only one set of laws: only one universe.
"I have my landscape. If I wish to sit beside my stream
on my bank of flowers I can, by my handling of fre•
quencies, proquce an aspect of my matter that will give
me a perfectly good support."
"Somewhat like a man in water?" I suggested. "He

!
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float on the water, by taking certain measures; or
can sink down through the water by taking certain
measures."
"That's all right, as far as it goes," conceded Betty.
thing that bothers you is that you consider matter
an obstruction, and as a solid. Matter isn't a solid; itt.-t<
always even an obstruction to you. Matter may be
liquids, gases. You do not handle them the same
and they do not affect you the same way. Are you
enough satisfied?
"The whole thing is a matter of relative trilogia," she
''There are instances, therefore, in your everyday
experience of an approach to the essences of orthic
space and time. As Anne said to you, everything
fore-shadowed; it is a projection. Now it is easy for
to imagine the projection of many of your mundane
into my awareness of the universe. It is not so easyt
you to imagine the projection into your awarenes$.
common ordinary laws in which I operate, but whichf
either have not discovered or are just beginning tol
As, for instance, the thing they call now the radioli
and the new stepping up of light frequencies
mechanics. Those are commonplaces with us.".
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CHAPTER XXV

THE HOMELY NECESSITIES
I.

explanation of solidity was clear enough for
purpose at that time. It has become clearer since, the
\ we have thought it over; and that, I surmise, will be
1
1reader's experience.
"All right," we agreed. "You have showed us that
~live in a world that is solid to you - or of which you
make a solid aspect when you so desire by, as you
pressed it, your handling of frequencies. And you
repeated in emphasis the old idea of parallels - or
the idea of the tdentity of law in the two universes,
and ours. In view of that parallel you must have the
basic necessities as ourselves. We don't want to force
to be Oliver-Lodgish, and indulge in exact descrip~';nl1.
Jbut could you discuss your form of such things as
\food, shelter, communication with each other? In
(ciple at least."
i "Well," said Betty, "what is sleep? Sleep, for the
'man body, is refreshment, replenishment of freguen""'
iNot of the beta body - whicli, for a while, inhabits a
called natural body - but for replenishment of the
rial body in order that it, being of a lower degree,
maintain the requisite ratio of frequency for your it
iting it. All consciousness has its frequency. Now, in
\ intimate contact of the frequency of the beta
the frequencies of the natural body, the lower
cies drain on the higher. They· have to maintain a
ratio."
THIS
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"Is sleef, then, a stepping up of frequency?'' asked"
·• "I in sleep we are more sensitive to the influence i
unobstructed universe, is that because sleep raises !
fre~?ency? Or are we more sensitive: then?".
. •.
"No, rephed Betty "Your frequency ts not ratsed, burt, .
your receptivity is, be~ause the contact betwe~n. the fre-L.
quency of your matenal body and of your spmtual self 1 ·
is lessened during sleep. That is, your physical body isl
maintaining itself without your conscious aid.
"You have rest," she continued; "so do we. The ve~
idea of frequency implies go-stop, go-stop. You have twol
of rest required: psychological rest, and the rest ofJ
physical body which is dissociated from the l-Am.\
form attribute - which we had there and now re-1
- the beta body, has to be replenished, to rest, just~
as you psychologically rest; but not in the long, stated,}
periods you have established for the lower degre4
inhabit.''
''We are unconscious while taking that sort of rest: we
"said I. "Are you?"
awareness-mechanism is never dissociated from'
our form. One of the characteristics of my rate of fre-,
quency is a closer association between the i-Am and the!
form attribute. My form attribute is so much a part of;
me that it came along with me when I died. You could,
cut off a leg or arm from the form attribute I left behind,;
I could still have inhabited it. But because my form'
is integral, there could be no similar division of it.'~l
"What is your form. of rest, if you are not uncon1 asked.
Betty was doubtful. "If I said suspension of frequency~
would give you a false impression. Why not a suspeni
t
of projecting frequencies?" she ventured.
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"A withdrawal of contacts," suggested Darby.
"I really do as you do, only in a higher form,"
Betty. "I withdraw into my inner consciousness, and
radiation. It's a sort of limited static; a little space of
in frequency. You have it in sleep."

!

2.

~

"Now let's take sustenance," she proposed, "You
ood. By that I mean you absorb matter of a lower
uency than that of your natural body. Now, we
orm, and we have to maintain form, the balance of
uency. You do it through air, food, water, sleep. \Ve
plenish our frequency, but not through any kind of
you are talking about."
She did not seem to be able - or inclined - to
further with that.
t "After all," contributed Darby, "it isn't the actual
lWe seek. It's rather the stimulus of our bodily frequene\'l
fbY'" means of chemical reaction. The chemical formula
/a frequency formula, not an inert material formul::t.
fgives us a line. They do it with a frequency formnla
lparable to the chemical-reaction conception of food."
i "Absolutely!" agreed Betty.

~·
"So much for food and sleep," said I. "How about
ter? Or don't you need it? I mean somethin~ comparable
to our mechanical shelters, such as houses."
1 "Our universe, like yours, contains lower degrees
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which we want to avoid. We have our
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you have insulations of different kinds for different
as we have homes, churches, dugouts?"' asked

.

e arc so much closer to the essence of consciousness t
our form attribute does not need the same shelter as j n ~
Ours is a type of insulation from lower degreesJ
consciousness that would impinge on our own con-~
~ousness unhappily."
has this insulation a form attribute, like a
I persisted.
"Now you're trying to get me to be Oliver-Lodgish
" protested Betty. "Just as matter is a fonn attriof consciousness, so is my insulation a perfectly real~
to me. It is an individual thing, that belongs to me.
a condition."
And after all, in principle, that is all our own buildingst
for; insulation against lower degrees of frequency wei
to avoid, the frequencies of cold, wind, rain.

.,..
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And finally this matter of communication with one
, we ventured. There is, sai.d we, a strong suggestion
you do so mentally, by a kmd of telepathy. ·
·
"No, no," protested Betty. "I've told you of that be-l
We have a voice. Your voice - in ordinary physics~
is nothing but an impingement on your atmosphere
sets up vibrations- frequencies- that produce what
call sound. We have exactly the same thing in a high
frequency. So high that, like the last vibrations on th
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!tuning fork, you do not hear us speak. That is the
\reason in the world I can't talk to you direct."
"Do you use lower frequencies for communi
with each other there, as we use lower frequencies
air, pencil, or what have you?" I asked "Or do you
~to each other's.frequency; or to a common communica
ftion band, so to speak?"
"The latter," she replied.
"So you employ lesser frequencies than your own
such things as -" I began.
"I am here," she broke in "I have a form animated
frequency, like yours. It is a higher frequency. Your
stacles are not obstacles to me.
I "Instead of our having to create clothing ult;<..;uatul.;auYi
~or instance, we do so by a diversion of frequency.
fcan create directly by an impingement of our ~
jon a lower degree of frequency. We use degrees.
tis a manifestation of a certain degree of frequency,
want it in my clothes. I don't make the color.
on that particular frequency, and call it to my
quency."
~ "Are you taught how to do this?" I wanted to
r "Yes, we have to be taught. I can't tell you that I
~ key or touch a string to do it. It's a selective impu
11 start an impulse with a psychological selectivity."
''You fix your mind on a frequency you know,
give it an impulse?"
i. "The impulse is there," corrected Betty. "It is
frequency. What I do is to direct the frequency,
1I do impel it.
"I don't think I can take you any farther into my
of life," she doubted. ''You have come so far in
ready, that to particularize is only confusing now, to

F
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You see there won't be much use in my trying to
give you anything more in that connection, because you
have so much you have not digested. It would be like
overloading your stomach."
We yielded, of course.
"Well," said Darby apropos of nothing, "we've got
one thing you haven't got, anyway."
"What is that?" demanded Betty.
"Antique collectors," he said, still prodding.
"\Ve've got 'em: lots of them."
"What antiques are there over there for them to col-'
lect?" jeered Darby.
"Outmoded empirical knowledge," retorted Betty. t
Darby abandoned that. "How's the cosmos?" he asked

lazily.
"Gathering no moss," flashed Betty.
"Well, you must miss r.omething over there," continued Darby, who is a glutton for punishment. "What is
it? The days of the week? Three meals a day?"
"No." Betty turned serious "The only thing I miss is~
the use of the five.senses in the obstructed universe fori
the expression-of my love for people who are still there; ..
and of course if I had that, I wouldn't be here. I miss their'
not rec.ognizing me, not hearing my voice, not feeling{
and seemg me when I'm there. And of course I am there.t,
ff
I miss your response. And that is all" .
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HUW BETIY HANDLES SPACE

'·
WE HAD already gone through a considerable course of
sprouts on the general subject of space, as the reader saw
in Part II. But certain aspects of relationship were still in
the air. Sometimes over a quarter of the span of the can~
Betty appeared to have "gone to find out" the answer to
some question, and had returned within the compass of
minutes. How did she do- it? Het discussion of her handling of time gave us a clue, of course; but we wanted to
!pin the subject down. What is her space? Where? How
ldoes she "handle" it?
"In the sense of extension, your space is our space.
fSpace is a map too. Again our ability to 'collapse' space is
ldue to higher frequency."
.
We had found it wise, in these discussions to keep a
dictionary handy; and we had early discovered that
nothing less than the unabridged would do. Darby
reached for it.
"The dictionary•says," he read, "extension; a drawing
or stretching out. Distance, a standing apart, separate.
Is your idea of space, not one of the distance between two
obstructions, not the standing apartness of two obstructions, but rather of an elasticity?"
t "Space isn't elastic," disclaimed Betty. "Conductivity
is. Youse~, i~ is ~onducti.vity of space we deal with rather
than the lurutatxons of sidereal space."
"Your measure of space is conductivity?" I asked, for·

,
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for the mcmcnt that she had told us just thatand over."
frequency of an electric spark is naturally high;'
conductivity, for it, is also high. The frequency ofl
nlmsical body is comparatively low, and the conduc-:
of space, for it, is correspondingly lower. You and{
cannot get there as fast as does the electric spark, but we
there a lot faster than we used to. Why? Because we•
frequencies to supplement our own. In plain!
by our inventive faculty in removing obstruction. l
in concrete example, by means of motor, telegraph,
all"Plane, radio.
a few years ago air was an obstruction to man,"
Betty "He could not go through it except on the surof the earth. The earth was his only medium of tra- space. Now you have eliminated that obstruction.
did it? What is it that keeps a plane that weighs so
suspended and projecting itself through the air?
air was never an obstruction to a bird, or water to a
But both were an obstruction to man, until his inbuilt ships, and later planes. In removing ob-'
ltl'llctlons through his own efforts, man makes his ob-i
atructed universe ever nearer like to my unobstructedl
"The whole point is that, gradually, through youJ1
·
you are controlling more and more obstructions.}
are reaching up into my universe. By means of ex-1
_ your understanding and use of the law."
"Frequency implies a time element as well as a
"'ement," said she on another occasion, "Naturally, it has
have space to move in; and if you call it 'frequent' it
be occurring again and again, and that requires time.
, we are able to manipulate the ratio between these

space!
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things; and by means of that manipulation - which
manipulation of frequency - we can give our state
being its spatial contours.
"It's a matter of will, and concept, and filling it.
will to fill it. You have granted you can handle your
lto a certain extent. We handle space psychologically
~tead of materially.
"Now suppose I tell you what I do. I want to
and see if the leaves are raked up in my garden.
a pause. "All right; I have been home, and I am here
You have part of the mechanism I have in
space - the wish, the desire, the will."
"But we have to overcome actual obstruction, and
don't?" I objected.
"We have, in a way, to overcome the same thing
overcomes - our own concept of time and space;
the reason we have to have mechanical means IS
we have to overcome a certain conception of time
space," interposed Darby.
"You have overcome your conception by means
such things as radio, for example," supplied Betty,
you also have obstruction, and obstruction because
its material nature, must be overcome mechanically.
is an unobstructed universe; and therefore we have
need of mechanics."
"You live in orthos," Darby pointed out. "Yet you
your time and space are malleable, collapsible, more
less. If so, your time and space are variable."
"They are in manipulation; not in essence," moamc~J
Betty.
"Suppose," she suggested, ''we reduce the problem
sidereal space. The linear space between two points
actual. In the mathematical sense it is a 'constant.' In

!
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·cnowgxcat sense it is a variable. The essence of that
mathematically, does not change. Psychologically
can change it. Mechanically it becomes space-time,
is changeable. Just as space and time operate for you,'
they operate for me. I am not great enough to change
essence of time, space and motion; I can only re1·
myself to them."
assume that I have time, space and motion so I can
myself in a pluralistic universe," said Darby. "I see
universe through time, space and motion in their re~~aoon,:;hips. You must do the same."
"But my concepts are more closely allied to the trilogessen.ces of the orthic," added Betty.
"The fundamental with me is relationship of the three,
to the other. To what extent does the question of rellationship enter into your state of being?" asked Darby.
"I can no more get away, in being, from the trilogia,
you can get away, in being, from the trilogy," said
ever," she warned emphatically, "question the real~
of time, -space and motion. They are. Just as your own ·
concept of time, space and motion is malleable,
is mine. The reality of time, space and motion is in the ·
· universe. The essence of them in orthos - or the
universe - is free, or unobstructed; and in
quantitative universe they ate obstructed, for the purof individuality. But they are no less actual, and the
is no less present. When the beta body is released!
the obstruction of the physical body, it is true that
aspect, or yo11r conception, or your understanding,
your vision or use of time, space and motion becomes
~obstructed. It is further true that the malleability of
time, space and motion concept of your own world
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which you operate, is extended for me in my present
ing. In other words, your recognition of a .
time, a psychological space and a psychological
extends over into my reality."
"Does it follow then," Darby asked presently,
your time, space and motion are only nearer
to orthos than ours?"
f "Let me see- I don't want to mislead you," Betty
~tated. "The unobstructed universe is in reality
}and we inhabit it, yet we too are in degrees. The
istructed universe is in degrees exactly as is the
\structed universe. It is a law. All laws operate with us
&they operate with you. I am many degrees beyond
\But don't misunderstand me: I am unobstructed.
Igives me a comprehension of, a touch with, orthos
&ou have not.
i "The thing you must always remember," she remi
ius, "is that all consciousness, all awareness-mecha
!individualized, is in degrees. lt isn't that we don't
imatter: we do. We all have form; and matter is no~wu 0
lbut a form-attribute of certain degrees of consciousness~
And it varies in form according to the degree. Our
aness-mechanism apprehends. A certain degree ma1w~~
; to your awareness-mechanism as a solid. But not to
~as you consider a solid, because with you a solid is an
istruction. This is because of the orthic quality of
and space and motion with us."

3.

"There is a little point of puzzlement in that
thing as manifesting in an individual frequency,"
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Darby. "You say I cannot become aware of your
because my personal frequency cannot be stepped
that point. But another time you told us that there
certain personal frequencies here on earth that are
higher than the lowest personal frequencies there
There's a discrepancy in idea there."
ot really," returned Betty. "It is a question of degree~
rather than of frequency. Your degree!
be as high as mine, but your frequency is arrested, I·
static - as is your quality - in the obstructed uni- :
It is arrested by your earth-body frequency. The
frequency is much higher than the earth-body fre-t.· t,\B
Yet the two are combined in the obstructed!
for the purpose of individualization.
handicap is simply the handicap of the combina-}
of the alpha and beta bodies."
I can see that," agreed Darby. "Now, here's anthing that occurs to me. When all obstruction is
there's a lot emptied out. My typical day, for
is occupied with handling obstructions. I'm
engaged in overcoming resistances. I get out of
and from then until I go to bed again fully eighty
cent of my time is occupied in moving matter, in
way or another. You don't have to do that. You
eighty per cent more time to fill up. If I had eighty
cent more time, I simply would not know what to
with it. You have a lot to fill up when they emptied
for you the content of your human senses.,
l<'mnt:ied out the content of my human senses!" Be~
the phrase. "That just isn't true! We bring the
us, only intensified.'~
still indicated that something must be done about
extra eighty per cent of leisure.
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"\Vould it mean anything," suggested Betty, "if
•we fill
the gap caused by the lifting of
•. means o our increased acuteness of perception.
lof registration is so much wider."
"I think I see it," I ventured. "If you take a
walk in the country with a dull person totally
ested in nature, it seems forever; but with a
who knows all about the birds and pretty
things, those two hours -"
I did not need to finish.
"That's it!" cried Betty.
A stray word brought up another loose end of
It really grew out of one aspect of the discussion on
In the course of it, one of us propounded the _
that someone invariably asks - about life on the
planets, or elsewhere in the physical cosmos.
, "What I have been told," Betty replied, "is that
.are other degrees of consciousness on other planets
fthe other solar .planets-b~t not quite comparable to
p~ey are bommg places. like earth for other, types o~
~ sc10usness, but what theu degrees are I don t know.
It seemed to me it ought to be simple for her just
and find out. Hadn't she command of space? But
ently that did not work.
l "It has to do with frequency. You see, we come
?the earth; and while consciousness is only one in
·~tire universe, sidereal and solar, there are varying
~of frequency: and because I am I, I too have my
~ons. It would seem possible for me to visit the
am not ready to do so because my degree of
lis not yet suitable."
• ''\Vell, how about tackling the planets, then?"
gested.

ur
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"I think that has to do with light," said Betty doubtfully, "I know it has to do with coldness, with that frequency. l do go beyond your frequency in sight and\
sound and obstruction, but I am still close to you, com-!
paratively. Let Anne talk about it. It's confusing to me."\
Anne obliged.
"This is difficult for your understanding, and I don't
think it will mean much to you; but I'll try," said she.
"Too much detail would confuse your judgment. ThereJ
is much I do not myself lmow.
l
"This is true: that in all the universe there are manifestations of degrees of consciousness. Many of them manifest as what you call light and heat. These constitute
your solar system. We have told you that the entire universe is constituted of obstruction and unobstruction; and
that both are operated by the same law. You czn call it
parallel law, or extension of the law. On all these planetS'
there is manifestation of degrees of consciousness. On
some of them, I have been told, there is manifestation'~
equal to man: that there have been such, equal to man;\1
that there will be others equal to man."
We gathered that Anne was talking of sidereal planets'
in general, and not merely of those in the solar system. i
"The attraction of the earth's frequency holds those~
of us who developed our quantity on earth," she con-l
tinued. "The other night you were talking to a scientist,
and he told you that if you had two currents going into
a bed of mercury, and you put one pole of frequency in
one end and the opposite in the other, they would draw
together. That is what happens to the obstructed and unobstructed universe that is surrounding this particular bit
-earth.
"All consciousness is in degrees. I apprehend that the\
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sun and its other planets are degrees of material consc:·
pi;! ness of such a type that the bene_ficence of the sun's
of conscwusness, where the
develops lower deO'rees
0
of
light
stri.kes.
\
"But I would be misapprehended if I tried to tell
anything about it. The frequencies are so different
we are held to our own yet. That is why we are so
to you. vVe call this an unobstructed universe, but
\.is psychologically limited. There is a difference."
"Limitations of your own individual development
consciousness," I surmised. "We here, when you get
down to it, are developed by our overcoming of the
structions that characterize our obstructed universe.
we acknowledge the parallelism of law, you must
somet~ing analogous, m order to develop. Do limitauon:~;
of individual development supply that resistance to you?"
"Our limitations here have to do with ourselves, and
are mainly psychological," said Anne. "They are inside
of us? -well, yes and no. There are 'obstructions' of frel~ Jquencies and degrees. I shall go on into a further degree
of consciousness, but I must graduate to it. Our
·
"
tances are for development, as are your obstructions. --· ·
grow by overcoming, just as you do. You have to
come definite obstructions, physically, materially. And
-f.O also you have to overcome mass psychology. You have to
overcome now this ideology that is growing up in a strip
of Europe. It is a more definite obstruction than a mountain range would be.
"I would not have you think that in this mode of existence here there is lack of understanding of psychological
obstructions caused by deliberate planning. The obstruc- ·
tion here is in the degree - the lack of development of
the degree; and our job is to bring it up. We are still so

t
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to you that such an obstruction with you also r~ t\t\
us; and we can garner here much quality by aiding
p
to overcome it. vVe do this also individually. I heard
say last night that you were carrying on her work.
is true: but also she is carrying on yours, and there-)
she is gathering to herself strength and influence andt
wisdom. It is a good word: wisdom." (
"I understand," said Darby, "that you deal in two types
frequency - your own, and others outside which you
for specific purposes. Those outside might be
;,mpared roughly to our electric or radio waves. They
no obstruction to you; but are they not more analoto our conception of the material than are those freIUencies which are your own?"
"Aye," agreed Anne.
"We are not conscious of doing anything of the kind,
do you not, out of your own frequency, develop what
roughly be called forces, which you manipulate?"
continued.
What about thoughts, force of character, deciy ou develop them. They are frequencies, and are ,~
potent than many other frequencies. Thou hts ar · a-::,
The hardest thing to wipe out of your wor is _,

"
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mn~;w""' I will make to you, that I have not made. It
be apparent to you that you live in two aspects ofJ
obstructed universe. You have sidereal experience;~
have psychological experience; and you have em-i
know ledge of both. This is what I would tell you: t
the psychological experience is and remains realer,s ~~
comprehensive, than the sidereal. And you can un-J
your psychological experience more basically,
minutely. You feel more the actuality and reality of it
of your sidereal experience. Why? Because the psy~
chological experience is that which is most closely relatedi
whose form attribute is your beta body, and!
carries on forever; the l-Am which is the core ofJ
the purpose of consciousness expressed in the

CHAPTER XXVII

THOUGHTS ARE THINGS
"I AM glad Anne brought that up," said Darby. "I
the statement has come to us fifty times, not
Anne, but many others. Just how literally is
'real' -is it literally a 'thing'?"
We discussed that matte1, pro and con, without
much of anywhere. 13ut some days later, Anne
began the evening.
"I am here," she announced. "I would talk to you
a bit on the reality of thought. I have nothing new to
you. Many a time we have told it to you, but we will
to point it up into an apex of understanding. I will
questitn; and it is not rhetorical. What, above all
things in the obstructed universe, continues after the
dividual who promulgated it has been dissociated
~ \ the material frequencies which were his body, and
self passed into the unobstructed universe?"
"Oh, we'll grant that it is thought," admitted
a little wearily, "but that does not answer; it just
states."
"Thought," said Anne, "is an attribute of
,
ness. Being an attribute of consciousness, it has
'}'f.. t is received in time; and, according to its ,..,..,..,f-1""
'
ency, it remains in time."
"It is," Darby pointed out, "received in time; but it
not received in space. In that respect it differs from
dinary material things. Yet you are continually telling
that thoughts are things."
ll. '
"Thought is as much a substance as electricity and
.,... things that you deal with," asserted Anne. "There is

~
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Darby accepted this.
''Would it be correct, then, to say thought is a fre-\ fl'&
_, just as electricity is?" he asked.
.,....,.
"Aye," agreed Anne.
"Then thought is a force, rather than a thing," I arguedi.f,
"and manifests itself as a thing only through its action1•
Like electricity."
"You cannot use the word 'force' as that word is used
by the modem world," Anne objected. "We want to
· • that word. I gave Betty very strict instructions not
to use that word. There is a borderland, a no-man's land~l
between the obstructed and the unobstructed aspectS
where is all that which Stewart calls force. That you
realize and manipulate, but its form attribute you cannot
see."
"Then I am to understand that electricity, per se, has
a form attribute to its own?" I wanted to get this extraordinary statement cleared.
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"Aye," Anne assured me. "You know it by its
You diverge the potency into different works.
cisely the same with thought; only, instead of the
~\~ frequency coming out of no-man's land, it is your
,- rive agent, and it is there you are like what you call r.
- or the devil!" added Anne quaintly.
\
"There is form," she continued. "All consciousness
form. It is not true that all consciousness is associated
other consciousnesses, as man with his body. Life: yes.
"There is a differentiation between what man
and what he cannot control, or recreate. For instance
you can call electricity out of 'nowhere,' and pass it
a wire, then dissociate it from the wire, and pass it
again. You can dissociate the l-Am from the alpha
attribute, but you cannot pass it back again. That is
with all life, as you call it."
"Your statements are reasonable," admitted
"but our question is still not. completely answered.
say, 'thoughts are things.' Marbles are things, and
body knows what that means; and I can put one in
pocket. And it may be lost or roll into a corner, and I
never see it again. But it goes on being a marble. I have
thought. It isn't a thing in the sense the marble is a
and it doesn't last. You seem to say that all our though"
keep on having registration somewhere. I have lots
thoughts of no importance for registration."
"Your own thoughts are of importance to you,"
Anne. "The stream of electricity and of thought are
comparable for the sake of illustration, and not
near enough alike for that. But the individual thought
not unlike a spark of electricity that flashes up. It
:t_ outst"d e 1ts
• own source or substance."
sparK
"The electricity eventually and inevi~bly

l
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to its source," Darby followed the andogy. "Does!....,.
individual thought similarly ground back into the, It
"'bstance of thought,' the source-thought?"
Aye," said Anne.
"So that when you, speaking morally, continually tell\
that thoughts are things, you literally mean our\ tl\)
is indestructible?"
t jt:
" said Anne.
my unexpressed thoughts have objectivity?"
''They have more objectivity in you than they have in
general reservoir." Anne modified this. "When your
· supply is flashed without application, you call it
of energy."
there not," I put in, "a parallel in our qualityidea? Thought is in evolution: no doubt of that.
not the individual thought a contribution in quantity,
to speak, to the qual~ty, which is the source-thought,
substance of thought, or whatever you want to call

"

"Aye," Anne agreed to this.
"Just to sum up" - this was Darby - "thought is a
analogous to an electrical fr~quency. Just as
spark finds its way into the body of electriciso even the unexpressed thought finds its way ob~ ..oly back to the body of thought. And, like the forspark, might not add much."
"It gains its dynamics by expression, by manifesta" I surmised. Anne assented. Darby went on.
"But," said he, "the fact that the thought was not e~
would not break down the potential of its o
tctivity."
. attttu
. de o£ mm
• d'1S .m the atr.
• '
, ''You say that 'a certam
speak true," said Anne.
·
. , , 0 .......
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"That might be explained by the process you .
scribing," conceded Darby, "but on the other hand,
em methods of communication are so widespread!
rapid-"
Anne interrupted.
"I grant the communication, but I do nqt grant
eed be in words. If one man in an audience is
b ented he may infect a whole audience, though he
pens his mouth. Man never has realized the impo
r
f thought. I will give you a key. How far does
thought go?"
"\Vithout limit; no, limited only by my degree,
plied Darby. Anne continued:
"There is a definite frequency that goes out
minds of men of which they have not taken full
zance, and that is thought; As a man thinketh, so is
I would go one step further and say: as a man
b so is his surrounding habitation, so is his influence on
~.,. other frequenci~ he come~ in contact with. Esoecial
human frequenc1es. Especrally those of lower
than his own.
"You go to your daily work with a glad heart
free mind, happy in your consciousness, and the
starts with a snap, and you affect everyone. On the
hand, you do not feelso good, and down goes the
day; and those in contact with you get the reflex. ·
a definite application of your frequency, for it's a
A man can have private moods of his own, certauu}
like sorrow - but this is true: that every time you
come, ·you have strengthened your frequency, artd
have gathered unto yourself a· bit more of·. the
if materi~ and the thing that is You. ·Thought is _a
· Its potency in your world is very
great -·.t~S.you~of
.
.
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• should well know. He who seeks wisdom,~
as a Erotection !~If or as a service to others, e,
first of atl"reoogruzetlie objective validity o e.t
f.houQ'ht."

TJIE UNOBSTRUCTED UNIVERSE
CHAPTER XXVlli

DO YOUR JOB!
l.

"You started out to bring us a picture of your state of
being," I said. "I'm willing to acknowledge it'"s a pretty
good picture. But it is not complete; and that incompletion is dangerous."
How was that? Betty wanted to know.
"It's too attractive. You've talked so much about your
lack of obstruction, and your high-wide-and-handso~e
manipulation of space and time, in contrast to our hampered state of existence, that you are apt to discourage
the average man here so he'll be inclined not to bother
any more. He'd rather just sit down and wait. Or anyway, he'll lose his zest. That's a state of mind they had.
more or less, in the dark ages; and which great masses of
people have now in India and the East. And it doesn't
work. I don't believe that is the effect you desire."
It certainly was not. Betty applied herself very seriously to getting rid of that possibility of misconception.
~What is the earth for? Certainly not a mere waiting
iroom. And certainly, if wilfully· we use it as such, we
~ ~ ~shall not become an easily and pleasantly functioning
part of her unobstructed universe. If we want to keep
really attractive that picture she had drawn - we must
ream the privilege. We have responsibility.
"Why." cried Betty, "the fact that you are a bit
individualized consciousness is itself a responsibility. The
' old saw that a chain is no stronger than i~ weakest link
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true as far as it goes. The chain may indeed break
but it can be mended. The point is, no one should
to be a weakest link - the cause of a need for
. We all know that in ordinary living, rightdoes have a certain reward, and that there are penfor the breaking of any law. In the greatest actu, consciousness, of which each of us is a part, that is
truest of all. Consciousness is in evolution. There i5t
way an individual bit of l-Am can stop it. Each bit~
to grow sometime: it has to keep up with the evolu-l
law. Consequently, the more quantity one attains~
the obstructed universe, the more beautifully he will ~..jl(
able to go on in the unobstructed universe. Indeed,{
that accumulation of quantity is the reason a long~ ~
is desirable. That is why we have to look on suicidi
cowardice. The suicide is the fellow who is not will
to accumulate as much as possible.
older civilizations, where they have a closer un~~~la11ding of the indivisibility of the universe, old age
greatly honored and much desired. As Stephen told us
there is a germ of truth in any belief that has
over long periods. The ancestor worship of thet
is a recognition, from one point of view, of th3:· . "'
,-....uu1U1ation of quantity given to the whole of con-; fot:.
ciousness on entering the ·unobstructed universe. To
stress cannot be placed on the responsibility of thet t1 t.
not only in connection with the whole, bud
in connection with his own l-Am."
l
true," I agreed, "and you have expressed the
before. But it is, to the average mind, too much of
abstraction. It will get mental assent, but mental asto an abstraction has not nearly the effect of a punch
the nose. If you could tell, concretely, what's going
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to happen to the fellow who lies down on his job,
be getting somewhere. There's considerable virtue
this hell idea as an influence."
1 "Free will creates its own hell with the widening
,[the arc of understanding," said Betty. "No person
lany sensitivity at all lives in the obstructed ·
!without having acquired, by maturity, some
kither slight or deep, though generally those regrets come
1only momentarily, in flashes. However, they should
~ tJ 1it pertectly possible for anyone to understand the
\of regret that is the portion of the individual comiul!
~this place of perfect understanding who has
ishirked or passed by his earth opportunities.
"There is a very definite reality in 'hell' and -nn"""-·
tory,' not precisely as the theologians have it,
lbut a reality. But no one comes to the perfect understana
}ing without the necessity of a time of readjustment,
fwishing he had done differently, and a girding- of his
tloins for going on in the evolutional process which
~~annot escape,_ a?d does not want to escape, b~caus~
us the law. So It IS ever good to pray for the easter
ing of the loins, at least, ot those who have gone on
. ~ ~the perfect understanding. Why? Because the universe
f- \is one. You pray for us: we pray for you. You can be,
ia sense, our guardian angels, as we are yours.
i "He who comes here without his full accumulation:
'~Jlt ~of quantity, cannot quickly assume control and manipu..:
Jlation of the law of the unobstructed universe. It is
texacdy as in adultland. A child who is well trained
linto manhood well trained, and can leave
tbehind."
"Well," said Darby, "take a man who does all
of wrong on earth. How does he get by~ easily
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? How does he so soon get control, and so readily? '1
"The answer is, he doesn't; he can't. That's his hell."t
"Then actual unhappiness does exist on your side, in
· cases? It must," reasoned Darby.
"You see, consciousness is its own judge. So there
must be individual unhappiness- until that consciousness
is appeased."
~
That, she explained further, is one of the great differences between her state and ours. A fundamental in her'!
state - whether of saint or sinner - is a tremendous urge'
to go on. Some of us here lack that; others may have it,~
but can ignore or smother it. That is impossible in her~
world. It is a basic instinct, even more peremptory andi
compelling than our own basic instincts, such as selfpreservation, sex, hunger, thirst.
"It is the same for all,'' said. Be~ry, "so peac~ and rest\ ~
and ease do not come to those mdlVlduals as eastly. They
have to acquire it, to make up for what they did not do
there. Furthermore, instead of going forward quickly}
into a higher deg-ree with its higher perceptions and plea- pr
sures, they have to linger in that low degree in which
they were. Yet in them the urge is strong. They suffer~~-
:- from frustrated urge. And when they get here, regret 7
no momentary fl~sh, to be thrust down, as on eanh."
Darbv returned !\:" the original topic.
"In the obstructed universe there are material values
can be obtained by stealth and cunning," he pro~nnnnded, "and if a man gets away with it, he has at
the satisfaction of actual possession. In the unob'~''fllcted universe there are no such values. Appreci~tion
that fact is part of the quick illumination of those
"Who go over there? Here's a fellow who robs some other
~'Person. on earth. He goes there. He is quicldy illurnin-
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ated. Now, what restitution can he make to the man
robbed, still on earth?"
"Sometimes he can make restitution. But more frequently he cannot; not in the obstructed universe. I
know such a man, and he spends his entire existencej
futilely trying to rectify, in the obstructed universe,
mistake he made there. In consequence, he was not
retarded when he came, but he is continuing to
himself."
'. "Suppose both the w:onger and the wronged are now,
Jm the unobstructed uruverse?" asked Darby.
*'-~: · "That is a happier circumstance. That is where
' - i 'seventy times seven' forgiveness thing comes true.
{both understand: they both are free."

z.
~ I had, apparently, brought up a good point. There is,
~said they, no stability to "spiritual development" unless

ifirst a foundation has been established for it by adequate
Jaccomplishment of the ordinary things of the life in
~ f' I twhich we find ourselves. We may think we are making
,:JJ' progress for eternity by "withdrawing ourselves £rom
the sordidness of life." We may imagine we are getting
somewhere by cultivating assiduously our "higher natures," either by our own inner meditations, or by following the practices of some religion or cult. And, inldeed. we may gain by such conscious effort - but only
we have first done thoroughly and adequately the
rdinary commonplace job of living out what is thrust
nder our noses. That is what we are here for. And it
makes no great matter how sincere are our "higher" in-
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Betty had scant patience even with those whe>l '/ <Jn ~
and consciously devote themselves to "service,"! · - · '
by so doing they leave their own backyards clutteredJ
"When you make a cult out of service," said she, "you
eliminated service, and created nothing but egoistic
And egoistic satisfaction is a straight road to
and that leads to attempted dictatorship."
We raked these coals over pretty thoroughly. Charity
· up vested interests; altruism so focused on corone corruption or negative as to undermine hardacquired positives - both were uncompromisingly
:icized.
"The simplicities of truth have been for too long over-,
I.A~""'"d by idealistic thinking," said Betty. "That type 'f ~no
establishes vested interests for itself, :md then
anonanzes and propagandizes for the sake of protecting
I am not talking about any such colossal systems
have sprung up in Europe. I am speaking only of the
o..~~,.,.,. ..;.rely uncomplicated social systems of your own
way of living. I am not denying democracy.
education, nor charity. I am urging them. That is
this whole divulgence, this philosophy, is about!
I am also urging a recognition of the inevitable andl
iating laws of consciousness~ an acceptance of~
and a responsibility to and for them.
~
"After all, if consciousne.'iS is ln degrees, it is in that
that it has to operate, and it is in that manner it
evolute. You 'can't make a silk purse out of a sow's
but a sow's ear is of itself a verv beautiful and sof]
As I said. the world has gone haY'vire over ideal '( -e~
thinking. It's the same storv as that of the Jews mod
a calf out of gold. and then being so enamored of
apparent realism of their creation that they set it up
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d worshiped it as God. Your idealistic
n along the line of trying to force what you
owth on all degrees of consciousness.
"Now I submit, Darby, that that man who
onight [a mechanic, who had been called in to
i( ousehold repairs] is gathering more quantity untc
elf by going his own free-willed way according
egree of quality than if he had permitted you to
on him the reading of books he could not underst:
the possession of things he could not afford, or
dance at the opera that would entertain him
much as Chinese music would entertain the three
tfhere has been too much holier-than-thou stuff,
Jenough recognition of the genuine adequacy of
"Socially, democracy is the closest thing to
tion. And it worked very well in this country as
it operated on the degree method. And whose
that it seems to be falling down? It is the fault
higher degrees of quality, because they have
&> taken up with their own creations - their golden
that they have shirked their responsibility.
"You are your 'brother's keepers'; and that
high, low and in-between alike. No man - no
mphasized, "be he born with great or small
his individual potential ability - can get away
act."
"Now," Darby reverted, "take the person
ostered or allowed in himself a gradual growth
f) r·:umulation of petty griefs, envies, angers, unkindly
~ J lments, intolerances toward his associates,
ifinally to a complex that actually rna~~ a
ow is that resolved in the unobstruct~universe?
s'Those are the negatives that must be cradicat\;U

~
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'purgatory,' if you want to call it that. Such a perso~
must. come to a complete understanding, complete self.
lessness, complete love. And by his (YU)1I effort. Exce
it might he made a little easier, as we here help eacbr.
other.
!
"It is only the emotional things that really count.lfpeo-t
ple are big enough to live right emotionally, the concrete~ .
things can be overridden. Because - and I want you alij
'
to get this - because nothing that happens to an indi-f ~ '

vidual is as important as what that individual tbinkh
about it."
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THE UNOBSTRUCTED UNIVERSE
CHAPTER XXIX

THE CONTINUITY OF EXISTENCE

'·

OcCAs~ONALLY, after a period of good hard work,
was willing to indulge our curiosities a little. But
by way of dessert, as it were. "What do you want
know?, she would ask. Generally these talks started
a more or less frivolous note, but were likely to lead
serious discussion.
} "'How about dogs? Have you got dogs in your
11 askec.
"<?f course I have my dogs; and I love them,"
treplied.
"Then they continue on individually as you do?
dogs, ! rnean."
"The individual is immortal. He or it brings back
its degree its accumulation of quantity, thus raising
degree level. Too bad if, when the degree level is
high enough to require a new fonn, there should be
more dogs born!"
"Welt some dogs have been over there so long
ought to show the effects of change, if there is any.
about Moses' and Aaron's dogs?" asked Darby.
Betty chuckled. "Why, I don't even know
Moses and Aaron are!" sald she.

i

z.
This Was one of the occasions when our trivialities
into something more serious-minded. Betty's confession:
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ignorance must have bothered her, for the next scsshe returned to the subject in the first pan of the
"I couldn't find Moses and Aaron," she began on a
note, "so I went off on a still hunt for ShaMeshach and Abednego. And I've been told things.
of them I don't myself quite understand. You see,
went to school and tried to learn some of the things
want to discuss. We were talking about the conand persistence of the individual. It's an old story
all religions that survive have glimpses of fondatruth, which through the years become distorted,
dogma. One such glimpse is purgatory. The con-il
ional purgatory does not exist. What does exist is~
life immediately beyond death on your plane. Dur-~
this particular life - my present life - there is very l
difference or change.
"
"Now, the best illustration for the progression of life
is your own. Your life is in stages- early childhood,'~
"""hood, young manhood, middle age, old age. They:,
all steps, and they are all different. Each one is de..:}
dent on its preceding phase and what has been ac~f
;omolished by and during that phase. My present phas
just as yours, is not my last phase. I shall go o .
I shall evolute; and I shall do it as an individual. ·
have been thinking about the persistence of the
through all eternity in all its degrees; and you
talking about personality, and the difference bethe two. Personality is not a strong enough word~
my side of the wall. Mere personality can linger andl:
lain potent in your obstructed universe even after the .
pdividual has passed to my plane. The ~analities of
~anoloon. Henry VIII, Plato, Caesar, Confucius, Lin-.
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coin - and thousands of others - were so vivid and so '
pressive of their times that they have remained in
world and in the minds of men.
1 "Now, it is true that all individuality, on being
~rated from its lower degree habitat in the obstructed
verse, comes back to the qualitative degree out of
#t was born into the world for the accumulation of
fPty. And it is also true that in this very close-to-ui\i1
~hase of life in which I move and am, there is very
f!ifference. But even on your plane all consciousness is
~egrees.

J

"The lowest degrees of consciousness come back to
i'lane without much individualization. An electric
rent is not much different here or there. The diffen:na
between your matter and mine is obstruction there
ot here. The thing that does persist individually on
lane is that type of consciousness that on your plane
cquired volitional reasoning.
"By that I do not mean .instinct only; it goes
through, I don't know for how long. Probably to a
tain point of development, rather than for any
flength of time. But only the volitional reasoning creaUlii
lcomes back to its degree as an individual. An
does not come back as an individual. It hasn't the
tional reasoning power, and is absorbed into its
The amoeba has its degree here, and it has its purpo_scl
fbut it does not manifest quite the same here; is not
ldividually immortal, the way I am. For that you have
~;get closer to the man-degree. Dogs- my dogs are here
~the:y do have fairly high development of volitional
lsorung.
1 "As for me, when I shall go on into my next life, I
IJlot know. They tell me it will be something comparab
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not quite as I know it here. I know there are future~
estations of consciousness, but I do not know theirj
I know I shall go on. I have had the ex-l
new:m.:" of transition. You have not. When they say toi
that I am going to experience further transitions, bu~
that I am only going to experience something familiar t<):
my being, I believe what I am told. There is an ultimate-;
~
or supreme degree of consciousness."
"What is the highest degree of consciousness of which
you are cognizant?" I asked. "Are there any of which
you are not: cognizant?"
"I know there are degrees of which I know only a
little more than you know about me. I don't think there
are any of which I am not cognizant," stated Betty.
"Then I gather there are degrees of consciousness with
which you have not come in actual contact," said Darby.
"You say there are none of which you are not at least
cognizant. What is the content of that cognizance? Have
you seen them?"
"I have seen some of them. So_me not. I believe what
I am told of them, as you believe what you are told of
the South Pole, though you have never been there.
"I do not understand all the process, and I do not believe that even questions will make it clear, but I do\
know that for an ungraspably infinite period the indi-~
vidual man, created in the image of the consciousness
that has reached man's estate here, will go on as an individual. 'God made man in His own image,'" Betty
quoted. "Human consciousness, the height of individu.~
alized consciousness, reveals itself in a form that is a copy{
of the actuality which is the consciousness itself."
"All consciousness is limited by its degree until itJN ~
evolves into the supreme," said Anne.
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"How many are there - in the supreme? How
have reached the supreme degree?" asked Darby.
Anne indicated that this did not, as yet, concern
her; Betty adding that the whole question was so
we need not concern ourselves about it either.
unto the day is the wisdom thereof," she quoted
"and, anyway, I don't know enough about it to tell

CHAPTER XXX

IMPLICATIONS
1.

as a system of philosophical thought was con-,
the "divulgence," Betty indicated, was complete.~
e drew a deep breath and relaxed.
'
"I suppose," mused Darby, "that Betty might sum it
up - in effect, I mean - by saying: 'There! That's
it is. That is how you do live with us, removed only
inch from us. Or at least that is how you could live.' "
ell, yes," Betty conceded, "but that's the emotionclimax. The real climax is, that here is a reasonable ex-~
11anation of an unobstructed l-Am, and its habitat. And'
startling thing is, that it is not merely logical; it is tl~
you, and your poets and playwrights have most ac-'
bly visualized it. Furthermore, here am I, a woman'
is known to have done this work on your side, and
now - still doing the same work - has come back,
has been able to propound this philosophy."
an explanation not so much of the fact of irnmoras the hereness of it," said Darby.
,A,..
......, was right. The "hereness of it" is what has come~ P.
seem most real. That is, to us - who experienced these
sessions of communication with Betty; sessions
with her unseen presence, from turn of phrase and
of thought to her own especial brand of fun and
. But to you who read, the suggestiveness of
we were told, together with implications thereon
must constitute the greater value. The major imfl'-<luons were set forth at length. Others were outFAR

